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Nuclear War Is
Hazardous To Health
by Marego Athans

first to go, loss of hair and fingernails occurs immediately.
Last Wednesday, two medical
Chalet emphasized thats' we
students from the University of cannot assume immunity from the
Connecticut spoke in the first in a effects of radiation if nothing
series of lectures on The Medical happens to us in the short term.
Consequences of the Nuclear Arms Damage to reproductive cells, for
Race. Representing the Union of example, will not reveal itself right
Concerned
Scientists, med- away, but will be responsible for
students Jonathan Chalet and deformed children. The delayed
Meredith Hall explained that their effects of radiation are" perhaps
job is to educate doctors and the most frightening, as radiation is
public about the horrifying effects directly linked with cancer, arid the
of thermo-nuclear explosions and risk of cancer is directly proporradiation on health and the en-tionate to the amount of radiation
vironment.
to which one is exposed. Those
The first speaker, Jonathan with the least chance of escaping
Chalet, relayed facts about < cancer from even small amounts of
radiation, its different, doses and radiation are children.
how it can affect us. He undertook
The second speaker, Meredith
to answer a few general questions, Hall, graphically described the
beginning with, What is radiation? actual physical effects of a nuclear
Radiation, he explained, is simply bomb explosion on the environenergy that can be transfered from ment and the population. Her
one body to another, and ismodel city was our very own Hart'
Bells were ringing as alumni gathered for traditional homecoming football rivalry.
measured in units of "rads" or ford, which she called "a likely
photo by J.E. Hardy
"renis." The amount of danger target," as it is the 37th largest city
depends directly on the dosage. In in the nation with many defense
response to the question, how does industries nearby.
radiation damage us?, Chalet
To give us an idea of the size of
by Patty Hooper
seniors, were allowed to apply to suggested that, because the frater- described the process as the result nuclear bombs these days, Hall
the SGA for positions. Elmendorf nities are no longer allqwed to rush of the ipnization of radioactive described the United States'
The Faculty Committee on Fraindicated that they are going to try freshmen, they-run an open house particles, where high energy current supply of bombs as ranging
ternities, the possibility of holding
to choose students who are neutral for freshmen so that they can see radicles produce changes in DNA, in size from twenty kilatons to
an IFC party this weekend, and the' and have no hard-line preconcep- what the fraternities are like.
which controls cell heredity. Asked twenty megatons, while the bomb
relationship between the fraterniLast week Vice President Tom how much is lethal, Chalet replied dropped on Hiroshema weighed
tions about the fraternity system.
ties and the College were all disHe also asked the fraternities to see Smith told the fraternities that at a dosage of 500 to 600 rads will kill only twelve kilatons!
cussed at last week's meeting of the
if they have any brothers on the some point the College would be off 100% of the population; while
Assuming a o n e megaton
InterFraternity Council.
SGA and to have them closely inspecting their houses for fire 400 rads kills 50%. Although a
(medium sized) bomb dropped on
safety. Keith McAteer of Pi Kappa quantity of 100 rads allows short
"watch the situation."
The meeting began when
Hartford, and assuming a ground
Council President Steve Elmendorf
Elmendorf also announced that Alpha questioned the right that the term survival, survivors will still blast, Hall went on to paint a grim
announced the names of the Ruth Watson has volunteered to College has to inspect the houses become sick and the risk of cancer picture of the city. A crater 1200
members of the Faculty Com- give up Mather Dining Hall this since they are private property. He will increase.
feet wide and 400 feet deep would
mittee on Fraternities. He
Saturday evening if the fraternities said that while he really has no
form, and intense heat, pressure
Radiation
sickness,
Chalet
described the members as a
want to give a party to benefit objection with the College's desire
explained, involves immediate and radiation would immediately
"middle of the road group," all of
World Hunger. Originally the frats to inspect, he warned that in
symptoms such as vomiting, consume the air. Anything within a
were planning to have a pro- "trying not to make waves with the
whom he considers to be very fair
lethargic behavior, and poor coor- four mile radius of the blast would
Administration
now,
we
are
setting
gressive party on this weekend,
people. He also explained how the
dination. In addition, because the be "utterly devastated," according
two students who will serve on the however there were too many
continued on page 5
continued on page 4
rapidly turning over cells are the
scheduling conflicts. The possicommittee will be chosen.
The Student Government Asso- bility of having a progressive party
in the early part of next semester
ciation will choose the members in
much the same way as they did the was discussed, as a way to bring
four years, and the depth of their Officer Bob DeVito.
by John E. Hardy
students for the Presidential Search people into all of the houses.
friendships is evident from their
The foot patrols pay particular
Committee: All students, except
goodnatured jesting of one another. attention to the parking lots, often
Mike Tucci of Psi Upsilon also
The blue and brown cruisers of
However, there is also a concern for physically inspecting each care to
the Security Department are familiar
each other's safety. Officer David determine whether it has been eni
sights to the entire Trinity comNorris commented that he always tered or if someone is hiding in it.
munity. However, aside from an
tries to get to work, even when he's The problem of theft from cars
occasional escort or emergency call,
sick, "Nobody abuses sick days," seems centered largely around Volsthe activities of the security officers
Norris remarked. "You have to wagens. "Nine-tenths of the (enremain a mystery to those on camhave security officers here; you tered) cars are Volkswagen Rabpus.
In
order
to
better
understand
husband,
Hu
Yeh-p'in,
and
in
1930
by lames B. Moore
need that coverage," he added.
bits," remarked DeVito. Evidently
the
jobs
performed
by
these
men
in
they joined the League of Left
Volkswagens have door handles
gray,
the
.Tripod
"rode
shotgun"
The
greatest
problem
facing
the
Wing
Writers.
He
joined
the
Comg Ling, one of China's most
which
are easily removed, and the
with
them
on
a
typical
weekday
security
officers
is
that
of
autofamous twentieth century writers, munist Party and became actively
door can be popped open. When
evening
recently.
mobile
break-ins.
The
problem
involved
in
the
revolutionary
will discuss her career as a writer at
seems more pronounced to the of- asked for a solution to the problem
Personnel on a normal evening
the Mead Lecture in History Friday movement. Early in 1931, however,
ficers because it is one from which Norris suggested, " I would leave
he
was
arrested
and
executed
by
shift
include
five
officers
and
one
Nov. 20 at 8:00 p.m. in the Life Scithey
are not immune. Four officers my Volkswagen home."
the Kuomintang. Ding Ling joined
supervisor. Two of the officers are
ences Center Auditorium.
have
had their cars broken into
While most guards react favorthe
ranks
of
the
Chinese
Comassigned
to
the
cruisers.
"Unit
Born in 1904, Ding Ling's exOne," is designated as the escort within the past year at Trinity. " I ably to what they refer to as the
tensive writing began in 1927 after munist Party soon after.
was really bummed out," quipped
vehicle, a task which is predomicontinued on page 5
While working on Mother, an
the failure of The Chinese Comautobiographical novel in 1933, nant in that officer's tour of duty.
munist Party's Great Revolution.
"Many people whom I had. Ding Ling was captured by the The other cruiser patrols the perimeter of the college, and sections
respected died," she later recalled Kuomintang secret service. With
where officers keep tabs on their
the
help
of
her
Communist
friends,
to an article in China Pictorial.
assigned sections: the north,
"Some of my friends persisted however, she managed to escape to
ranging from the Chapel to Allen
against odds while others wavered. Shanghai and then to Yennan
Place; the middle, including the
Sports and Vandalism
'. p. (,
I wanted to go south but it was too where she organized an Army
Quad
and
Mather;
and
the
south,
Service
Group
to
aid
the
Chinese
late. I could find no one for help. I
which stretches to CPTV on New
went through a period of anguish. Communist Army. Her travels
Britain Avenue. The eastern sector,
throughout
northwestern
China
That was when I started to write.
Imprisoned Poet in Exile
p. 70
which includes the Crescent Street
helped
her
develop
strong
relationIn 1927 she began publishing in
area, is checked frequently by the
Fiction Monthly and first gained ships with Chinese peasants, and
cruisers.
her belief in the need for Land
fame with a work entitled The
Waterpolo $1 in New England
p, lS
Reform provided her with the
The men on the evening shift
Diary of Miss Sophia. From 1928 to
continued on page 4
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have been working together for
1929 she was teaching with her
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A Night With The "Men InGray"

Chinese Writer To
Deliver Mead Lecture
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Former Actor Interns In Gafeer Counseling
by Joanne Matzen
The Career Counseling Office
has acquired two new staff members this year. At the end of this
month, Diane-Lindsay will become
the new assistant director of Career
Counseling, replacing Cheryl Ives,
who resigned in September. Another
new face in the office is,Glen ChuRichardson, a graduate intern currently working oh his MBA at University of Connecticut.
Chu-Richardson, husband of
assistant dean of students, Paula
Chu-Richardson, accepted the internship at Trinity to gain experience in counseling. After earning
his MBA, he hopes to go into the
Reids of Human Resources and Organizational Development. "Career
development is becoming an important part,of the,corporate?sectpr, In
my opinion, the best training for
this is in a career counseling office
such as Trinity's."
After graduating from Earlham
College in Indiana as an English
major, Chu-Richardson became an
actor. After a year playing in a predominantly black theatre in Cleve-

land, he optimistically moved to
New York. "I wasn't particularly
successful there . . . a few commercials, voice-overs." He then found
a position in the Human Resources
Department at AT&T where he got
his first taste of corporate counseling, conducting a management
progress study. After holding
several other positions ranging from
work in a New York record company to a tennis pro in Central
Park, he married in January, settled
in Hartford, and entered University
of Connecticut's Business School.
At Trinity this fall Chu-Richardson has been occupied with interpreting the freshmen's StrongCampbell Inventories and concentrating on career development for
Trinity's minority students. Such a
concentration "has not been done as
much as it could've been done in the
past,<' remarked Chu-Richardson.
As a result, Chu-Richardson and
Jean Jabouin, a student worker in
the Career Counseling Office, are,
together, trying to improve the situation. Chu-Richardson explained
continued on page 4
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Glen Chu-Richardson

Announcements
ConnPIRCI
There will be a ConnPlRG local
board meeting on Thursday,
November 19, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Committee Room (behind the
Washington Room). Topics to be
discussed include recycling, the
•ecerit telephone survey, and other
Drojects. Ali interested students are
welcome to attend.

Class
Class Meetings with Class Comnittee 'Members and Student
jovernment Association Class
Representatives will be held this
veek. All students are invited to atend.
The Freshmen and Sophomore
neeting will be held in Goodwin
-ounge on Thursday November 19
it 3:30 p.m. The Junior and Senior
neeting will be held in Goodwin
-ounge on Friday November 20 at
:30 p.m. Refreshments will be sered.

Thanksgiving
Meal with a
Faculty Family
For those students who will be on
arnpus during Thanksgiving break
nd who would like to join a faculty
amily for Thanksgiving dinner,
lease contact the Dean of Students
)ffice. A nurnbef of" faculty
imilies are eager to have students
sin them for the holiday meal; Call
xt. 433 or 434 by November 20th.

CtabTHenry Youngman, ."King of the
ne-iiners," and Pousette-Dart
and will be appearing on Friday,
lovember 20 at this year's Club T
jonsored by the SGPB. The semijrmal event will be held in the
Washington. Room where cash bar
:rvice will be available. Tickets are
3.75 in advance in Mather Lobby
t $5.00 at the door. Doors open at
:00, but there is limited seating so
st your tickets NOW!

History
Colloquium

Women's
Center

History majors are invited to a
colloquium on "Oral History:
Problems and Possibilities'' on
Thursday, November 19, 1981, at
4:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge,
Discussion will be led by Professors
Kassow, Lestz, Richards and Steele.

The Women's Center is sponsoring a discussion based on the
film "Make-Out". Discussion will
be led by Pro I'. Grossholtz of Mt.
Holyoke College. Wednesday,
November 18 at 7:30 p.m. in 231
Austin Arts.

Classifieds
PERSONALS
Cathy,
What a woman! Have a very special year with loads of happiness,
success and fun. We love you and we really commend your taste in
friends.
•
,
,.
Love,
The B2's

HELP WANTED
Part-time cook to work at Mad Murphys. Call 247-9738. Ask for
John between 11-7 p.m.
The Tripod charges 10* per word with a ten word minimum. You
may pay by check or money order. Make payable to the "Tripod."
Please send money and ad thru campus mail to Box 1310. Money
must be in the Friday prior tQ the issue in which your ad is to run!

Memorial
Service

T.W.O.
Coffee House

A memorial service for Mark C.
Boulanger will be held in the Trinity
Chapel on Tuesday, November 24
at 4:00 p.m. Boulanger, a member
of the Class of 1982, died June 3 of
injuries sustained in a traffic accident. He was an engineering
major at Trinity.

Reminder

:

Remember to fast Fri. Nov. 20th
— Sign up at Mather . . . Donations received at Mather all week.

Nuclear War;
Past and
Present""

On Thursday November 19, at
7:30 in McCook Auditorium, the
Trinity Coalition for Nuclear Arms
Control will sponsor two films and
discussion on nuclear war. The
films are "Hiroshima-Nagasaki,"
and "War Without Winners," and
La Soiree Francaise aura lieu the discussion will be led by Profesorenavant dans Jackson Hall a sors Lestz, Kirkpatrick, and Chat:30 p.m. le mercredi et la table field along with Ivan Backer, the
tancaise.le lundi a 6 p.m. dans le director of the Southside institu/hite Room de Mather Hal).
tions Neighborhood Alliance,

La Soiree
Irmmam®

The Trinity Women's Organization welcomes all to a Coffee
House featuring Laura Austin, a
student who sings in the Pipes and
various other performing groups.
The Coffee House will be held in
the Women's Center (3rd .floor.
Mather) on Wednesday, November
18th at 10:00 p.m. Refreshments
will be provided.
'
,...,•,

'MlJ

JtiUi

Reception for
1
fCafzand
Hyland
Faculty, staff and students are
cordially invited to a reception for
professors Dori Katz and Drew
Hyland. Professor Katz recently
had her translation of Marguerite
Yourcenar's Fires Published by
Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Professor Hyland's study, The Virtue
of Philosophy, has just been
published by Ohio University press.
The reception will be in the
bookstore Wednesday, November
18, from4:00p.m. until 5:00p^m.

Pass/Faii
Option
Wednesday, November 25 is the
last day to elect to receive a letter
grade in a Pass/Fail course.

Lecture
by Lang
The Medieval and Renaisance
Studies Program will sponsor a lecture by Professor Helen Lang,
Department of Philosophy, on
Monday, November 23, 1981, at
4:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge. Her
topic will be "The Problem of Certainty and Scepticism in the Late
Middle Ages." Refreshments will
be served.

World Affairs
Lecture
Dr. Ranbir Vohra, Professor of
Political Science, will be giving a
lecture entitled "China's Military
and Global Thinking", at 8:00 p.m.
on Thursday night in the Life
Science Auditorium. Dr. Vohra's
talk is the fourth of five lectures
sponsored by the World Affairs
Association this fall. Refreshments
will follow.

The Reporter
We are gathering material for the
winter issue of The Reporter concerning recent accomplishments
and activities in the campus community. Please send news of your
publications, honors, appointments,
performances
and
speaking
engagements to
79 Vernon
Street by Monday, November 23,
1981.
Thank you for your continued
assistance in this regard.

Doyle
Symposium
Denis Doyle of the American
Enterprise Institute will lecture on
"Values for Participating in the
Democratic State" on Thursday,
November 19 at 4 p.m. in Life Sciences Auditorium, The presentation is part of this semester's
Symposium on Values in Education.

Newman Club
Tues., Nov. 17
Bible Study
MarkV
7:30 p,m.
Goodwin Lounge

Biology Seminar
Speaker: Dr. J. P. Trinkaus, Department of Biology, Yale University,, Title: "The Movement of Cells in Metazoans". Date: Thursday, November 19, 1981, 4:00 p.m. Biology seminars are held in
Room 134 of the Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center. Refreshments will be served at 3:30 p.m. in the Life Sciences Center Library.

Bulietin Board Regulation
Please be aware of the regulations governing the bulletin boards in
Mather. Briefly stated these are:
1. A limit of 3 posters for any given event.
2. Posters no larger than 14 x 22.
3. All posters and/or flyers must be stamped in the Mather Campus Center Administrative Office.
4. No posting on surfaces other than bulletin boards or a fine will
be levied.
For more complete details, please refer to the 1981-82 Handbook, p,
68. Any questions, please contact Wayne J, Asmus, Directory, ext. 273
or Lois DiCara, ext. 274.

Leaves of
History Seniors
Absence Preparation for the General
Any students planning to study
away for the Spring 1982 semester,
on a domestic Academic Leave of
Absence should have notified the
Registrar's Office by now.

Examination will be discussed at a
brief meeting on Wednesday,
November 18, 4;00 p.m. in McCook Auditorium. All seniors are
urged to attend.
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Trin Tutors Help Students Get It "Write"
by Kathleen Caruso
The phone rings in the small
office at 115 Vernon Street. The
walls of the office are lined with
rows upon rows of grammar texts.
The desk' and table tops are
covered with mounds of papers.
The telephone receiver, Ext. 392, is
lifted. One can be sure that the
caller will say something to this
effect: "Am I supposed to underline the title of a book, or set it off
in quotation marks?" or "Would
you use ensure or insure in this
sentence?"
Obviously these are not your
typical social phone callers by any
means. Rather, they are most likely
to be Trinity students taking advantage of a little-known wealth of
information that exists on campus
— the Grammar-Phone. The
Grammar-Phone is only one of
several services that Trinity's
Writing Center has to offer.
The Writing Center, located in
several offices of the English
Department, was founded by Allan
K. Smith. Class of 1911, to insure
that all Trinity graduates learned to
write accurately and effectively.
Worried about the lack of writing
skills among college graduates.

Smith wanted to provide all
students, regardless of their major,
with a place to discuss their papers.
Since its inception four years ago,
the Writing Center has remained
faithful to that original purpose
through the use of one-on-one confidential tutorials.
According to Professor Peter A.
Lyons, the Director of the Writing
Center, during a one-on-one
tutoring session, a student meets
with a member of the Writing
Center staff to discuss anything
from "how to find and develop an
interesting subject with force and
clarity" and "how to approach a
research paper in any discipline" to
"what to do for a science report"
and "what to look for when you are
proofreading."
Proofreading,
however, is not one of the duties of
the Writing Center.
p
The staff member can offer suggestions tailored to the individual,
writer's needs and help the student
shape 'his or her idea, but must
"rely on the student's explanation
of the subject matter," Lyons said.
Together, he said, the staff member
and student "talk in detail about
what the assignment is and what a
response to that assignment could
be."

"Students come to the center at
various stages in the writing
process," Lyons said, "but, as a
rule, we Eke to see the student as
soon after getting a writing assignment is possible." "One of our
greatest horrors," he continued, "is
the student that comes to us three
hours before the paper is due
crying 'Help me! Help me!"'
One of the basic assumptions
about writing that is "just not said
enough," said Lyons, "is that
writing is just damn hard work." He
tries to point out to the students
that come to him for help that they
should not feel guilty about a paper
"that doesn't come full-blown out
of their head." They can't expect
an organized and precise endproduct like a chapter in a book or
a magazine article on the first try,
hh said. "A writer's job is to make
order out of chaos," he said, "and
writing in the beginning stages is
generally chaotic."
He also tries to inform students
that "the key to writing good
academic papers is not to communicate something that is going to
educate the reader but to prove
that an interesting dialogue has
occurred between the writer and
the material he or she has read."

Good writing, he said, is not just a
term paper, but evidence of active
engagement between the reader
and the reading material. Most
students fail to realize, Lyons said,
that "in 99% of all cases, the
student is not going to tell the
teacher anything new."
Although one-on-one tutoring
sessions, which usually number
anywhere between 30 and 50 a
week (including short phone calls),
are kept confidential, the Writing
C enter may inform teachers that a
student has been to see them, with
the student's permission of course,
said Lyons. Faculty members
whose students have utilized the
Writing Center, said" Lyons, are
quick to compliment him and his
staff on the student's writing improvement.'

In addition to its one-on-one
tutoring, the Writing Center has
also offered its services to teachers
in Fresiunan Seminars this year,
and has already offered one workshop entitled "The Research
Paper." The workshop was mainly
attended by juniors and seniors,
Lyons said.
On Monday, Dec. 14, the Writing
Center will offer its next workshop
from 9-11:00 a.m. entitled "The
Essay Examination" . or, as Lyons
termed it, "how to take the final
exam without blowing it."
The Writing Center, added
Lyons, can also show students how
to take more efficient notes during
lectures and while studying.

So even if you don't aspire to be
the next William Shakespeare or
Lyons, in turn, passes this praise Mark Twain, the Trinity Writing
onto his staff, which includes one Center can still offer you, as their
graduate student and four under- slogan says, "people who help and
graduates who function as T.A.'s. advice that works."
"I really can't say enough about the
staff here," he said. "Anyone who
The Writing Center is open
hasn't done it before can't realize Monday through Friday 9 a.m. - 4
how draining it is to work with a p.m., except during lunch, and
student one-to-one." "They (the Tuesday and Thursday 6 p.m. - 8
Writing Center staff) are simply p.m. at 115 Vernon Street, 527outstanding peqple," he said.
3151 Ext. 392.

Committee Sponsors
Hunger Awareness
The Community Outreach Committee, a newly formed: committee
at Trinity, will be sponsoring
Trinity Hunger Awareness Days
from Tuesday, November P to
Thursday, November 19. The proceeds from the drive will go to
Center City Churches in Hartford.
The Outreach Committee is
working with representatives from
the Trinity
Hunger
Relief
Organization, Hillel, Christian
Fellowship, Newman Club and
S.G.A.
The success of the Hunger
Awareness Days depends on the
Trinity Community's support. If
each person would drop one
canned food item or some spare
change at the Mather booth and
also attend the Semiformal, the
drive can be a success. As a result.

this year's Thanksgiving cduld be
more enjoyable for many of Hartford's citizens.
The schedule for Trinity Hunger
Awareness Days is as follows:
1) Booth in Mather: cash and
food donations — Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
2) Apartment canvassing of 194
and 216 New Britain and 11
Crescent — Thursday
3)Saga Fast (sponsored by
Trinity
Hunger
Relief
Organization): Thursday
4)Facultycanned food donations
in Hamlin: Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday
5)Semiformal
for
Hunger
Awareness: Saturday
night,
November 21

"It's just not the same with girls here!"

photo by J E Hardy

Criterion Set For Student Representatives
by W.N. Gregg

committee reports, and of Mather
Renovation and Awareness Day
The criterion for appointing the was postponed until next week.
two students who will serve on the
After the announcement of
Faculty Committee on Fraternities lunch with President English, the
was established at last Tuesday's SGA finally arrived at the main
SGA Meeting.
order of business of the night. The
Tom Liscord addressed the SGA first issue regarding the Faculty
body about Earth Week, an activity Committee on Fraternities conwhich will take place in the spring cerned the exclusion of senior
in accordance with the Nation-wide faculty members from, the Com"Earth Day." Earth Week will be mittee as Professor Martin, who is
made up of activities which will a senior faculty member serving on
promote environmental awareness the Committee, will be leaving
and , will be sponsored , by a Trinity next year. Since it is not
coalition of groups working with known if Professor Martin would
the Core Earth Week Committee. be inaccessible to the Trinity ComAfter Tom Hcfferon made the munity in his absence, the issue was
request that the SGA join the not considered at this particular
coalition, a motion to that effect time.
The next issue regarded the
was passed by acclamation.
The next motion to be passed establishment of criterion for
called for the SGA to accept a appointing the two students who
format presented by Carolyn will serve on the committee. The
majority of opinions expressed was
Ginsburgh, which entails a set of
objective, evaluative questions not to establish any specific cripertaining to course evaluations. terion, and have the SGA consider
These were drawn up in con- any candidate. A motion was
junction with the Psychology passed saying that in considering
Department. The motion also ' candidates to fill the student posicalled for Tina Tricharchi to put tions on this committee, the SGA
consideration of the format on the shall not discriminate with regard
agenda of the next Faculty to fraternity affiliation or gender.
An amendment proposed to elimimeeting. The motion was passed by
nate the words "fraternity affilacclamation.
iation" from the motion was not
_ .. ,
„
. ,
With the exception of the written
Alumnus droos in to see Bants triumph over Cardinals at Saturday's r e p o r t s u b m i t t J b y t h e T r a n s p o r .
accepted,
Homecoming game.
photo by Jim Boiton
tation Committee, consideration of
The next motion on &e floor was

made to assure that bias would not
enter into the appointment of representatives, and that the selection
would be as objective as possible.
The motion asked that the
selection procedure, which was
decided upon, be modified so that
each statement would be read and
graded WITHOUT the names of
the candidates appearing on them.
Also, a grade for the interview
would be given, and the two scores
would be combined to determine
the winners. Even though the
motion was passed,'a point of order
indicated that some SGA members
did not realize the implications of
their vote, and that a revote by roll
cail should be taken. By a majority
!\ote, a roll call vote was in order.
The motion was clarified to state
that SGA members would read and
rate candidates' statements without
knowing who wrote them. At the
time of the interview, the authors
of each statement would be
revealed. The interviews would
then be rated separately. Each
score would be weighted equally,
and the combined scores would
determine the representatives. This
motion, after all the debate, failed.
The final outcome of the
meeting was a motion requesting
that there be one vote for named
statements and another for the
interview. The motion was passed.
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Gastmann Launches
Luncheon Talks
by Lou Shipley

*

Future football star analyzes play by plaj action.

New Mayor Graces
T.C.B. Open House
by Patrick G.Lyle
On Saturday, November 14, the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks hosted
an Open House at the Umoja
House following the football game.
The Open House featured an
African Art exhibit and a chance
for the Trinity Community to meet
Hartford's new mayor,, Thirman
Milner.
•
The Open House combined
minority Alumni ranging^ from
recent graduates to the class of 1953
with
current
Trinity
undergraduates. Also in attendance
were members of the faculty, administration and the general student
body.
Thirman Milner's appearance at

the Open House came as a pleasant
surprise to the members of T.C.B.
His attendance at the Open House
showed a desire for the new major
to become acquainted with members of this community.
Milner's presence generated
discussion which, alluded to some of
the changes the new administration
will make in Hartford, Milner also
stressed the need, for Trinity to improve its relations with the Hartford Community.
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
would like to thank those who attended the Open House for making
it a success. It is unfortunate that
more of the college community did
not take part in this experiencex-

Administration to
Inspect Fraternities
continued from page 1

refusal to turn in a list of officers,
members, and bylaws to Wayne
precedent to allow it to be done Asmus, the IFC Advisor. Psi U
again." "
contends that it would go against
Elmendorf stated in response their by-laws to release this inforthat it is all a matter of whether the mation. Elmendorf said he believes
fraternities accept the College Fra- the administration wants the
ternity Relations document. He bylaws to see if there are any dissaid that if they are not going to criminatory clauses, and to pinaccept it, "We had better have a point their rushing procedures.
good reason." He did say, however, Elmendorf said that, like Psi U,
that "We have to watch the they are not permitted to release
precedent of bending, bending, these bylaws, however they did
bending, or we're going to bend too: turn in a copy of the Delta Psi
far." All of the fraternities are pri- (National) Constitution.
vately owned except for Delta
Kappa Epsilon. The College holds
the mortgage on their building.
The next meeting of the IFC will
Finally, there was some be this evening at 10;00 in Alumni
discussion about Psi Upsilon's Lounge.

photo bvJ.E Hardy

Last Wednesday Alberi Gastman
spoke at the first Faculty-Student
luncheon. The first in what is planned to be a regular occasion every
Wednesday attracted 12 students interested in the topic of political
revolutions. Gastman talked about
Colonel Muammar Kadafy of Libya
and his role in the, turbulent middle
eastern politics. Gastman also mentioned some Of his own ideas about
world peace. His most interesting
idea called for nations to give up
their national stutus and unite in a
"United world" free of political

Thought About Your Career Today?
continued from page 2
that Jabouin is our liason between
the office and TCB and serves an
advisory capacity on projects and
activities involving minority
groups."
Chu-Richardson and Jabouin are
designing a student survey to measure the effectiveness of Career
Counseling's activities as they pertain to minorities. They are also
writing to a number of special programs and organizations across the
country and in Hartford for opportunities for minority graduates from
liberal arts colleges.
In addition, Chu-Richardson
commented, "We hope to expand
more than ever the number of summer job selections open, especially
to minorities. He and Jabouin have
inquired to 100 organizations spotted in the Summer Employment
Surveys, distributed earlier this fall.
They are also writing to more than
150 organizations listed in summer
employment placement manuals.
Generally, Chu-Richardson is enjoying his work here and only
wishes that time allowed him to do
more. Twenty to twenty-five hours
per week he spends on Trinity's
campus while taking a full course
load at University of Connecticut.
He hopes to do more direct counseling and more student workshops
throughout the academic year.
In addition to the activities of
Glen Chu-Richardson, Dr. Christopher Shinkman, director of Career
Counseling mentions some recent
trends affecting the office. "For example," he said, "there's a new interest in social service work for
which it is difficult to find jobs."
Non-profit social service agencies
don't typically recruit on campus,
so Shinkman commented, "We
therefore have to be more aggressive." The growing number of students rejecting the "me-firstism"

ideology and concerned with social
services is evident in the overflow of
student interest when the Peace
Corps came to Trinity a couple
weeks ago.
There is also a trend among
seniors to delay graduate school, an
action Shinkman may encourage.
"The student can earn money to
pay for graduate school, become
more admissible with practical experience.'and know whether he really
wants to go back to school," Schinkman reported.
For those going directly into the
work force, Shinkman notes that
demand for engineers, computer
science majors, accountants, and
nurses is high. However he adds,
"Current availability shouldn't influence the rest of one's life. Labor
market conditions change rapidly.
Furthermore, Shinkman claims
with a touch of htyrior, "Even if

inspiration for her long novel, The
Sun Shines Over the Sanggan
River, for which she won the Stalin
Prize in 1951.

political and artistic, was drastically reversed in 1955, however,
.when she was accused of leading an
anti-Party clique and then labelled
a Rightist and a traitor. She was
sent to the Heilongjiang Reclamation Area in 1958 and all her
writings were banned.

With the establishment of The
People's Republic of China in 1949,
Ding Ling became a leading figure
in the communist literature movement. She was elected ViceChairman of the Chinese Writers
Association and a responsible
member of the Central Literature
Institute, where she trained new
forces for the literary cause of The
People's Republic. She also
became active politically, serving
as a deputy to the National People's
Congress, a member of the
National Committee oi' the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference and a council
member of the All-China Women's
Federation.

At Heilongjiang for twelve years,
Ding Ling worked in a primitive
farm community raising chickens
and pigs, teaching illiterates to read
and write, editing and writing wall
newspapers and blackboard bulletins and organizing
family
dependents. She was imprisoned
from 1971 until 1975 when she was
released and ordered to live in
a mountain village in Shanxi
Province. Finally, in 1979, the
Communist Party declared her to
be rehabilitated, and she was
reunited with her family for the
first time since 1957.

In the last few weeks a total of
light poles have been vandalized
along the lower walk on the east"
side of the Chapel.
Reil Crandall, director of
Buildings and Grounds, estimates
the replacement costs to be somewhere in the neighborhood of
$6,000. This estimate does not i n clude labor costs for the electrician
to hook up the lights or for a
security officer to stand by until the
electrician arrives.
Michael Schweighoffer, Director
of Security, noted that these repair
costs will be absorbed by all in the
raised tuition costs., Furthermore,

Ding Ling's high status, both

Now at the age of 75, Ding Ling

is working on a new book entitled,
In the Days of the Bitter Cold, a
continuation of The Sun Shines
Over the Sanggan River. She is
once again a member of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, in indication of
her high political status.
Michael Lestz, Professor of
History, commented that Ding Ling
"has seen many political changes in
China and frequently played a role
in these." He also noted that last
year Jonathan Spence, a professor'
at Yale, delivered the Mead
Lecture on Ding Ling, adding that
"this year it's hard to believe we
actually have her here." Lestz
urged students to take advantage of
the opportunity to hear Ding Ling,
saying that it is her first trip to the
United States, and that she will be
speaking just three times in the
Northeast — at Yale, Harvard and
Trinity.

competition is 100,000 strong, if
50,000 jobs exist, I think I can get
one of those 50,000!"
Alumni Career Day, an opportunity for students to investigate
various occupations, was held this
year during Parents' Weekend. Previously, it was held in the spring,
but, held first semester, career day
is more beneficial to seniors. "Although there were a number of conflicts that weekend, it was also
hoped that parents would encourage
greater attendance.
In response to the issue of sex discrimination, Shinkman mentioned
that "if anything, women have better success in job placement, presumably because employers are currently underrepresented.
The Career Counseling Office
has opportunities available all over
the country for careers and temporary summer employment.

Lights Out!

Ding Ling Reflects on Writing Career
continued from page 1

unrest.
The series of luncheons continues
tomorrow as Deborah' Bergstrand
and Bud Schultz discuss whether
scientific creationalism should be
taught in public school. The role of
religion in public schools will also
be discussed. The first luncheon
was highly successful and we look
for your help in continuing interest
in broadening faculty-student
relations. It is also a great way to
learn about things that interest you
while enjoying your SAGA meal.
Everyone is welcome to join us at
noon tomorrow in the White
Room.

Sing Ling

these costs are not only weighed in
dollars, but also in other ways, such
as taking the guards and the electrician away from their regular
duties. Finally, "we need that lighting for our protection," Schweighoffer remarked.
Vice-President, Thomas Smith
stated that if the individual responsible for this vandalism is
caught, the maximum punishment
will be extracted.
Anyone having any information
about the vandalized light poles is
urged to contact the Dean of Student's Office or the Security Office.
All information will remain confidential.
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Tripod Rides "Shotgun" With Security
continued frontpage 1
college's "open door policy"
towards the "city, stressed by
President James F. English, they
pointed out a number of problems
for security which such a policy
fosters. "We feel caught in the
middle," Norris remarked. "It is
hard to go up to outsiders and tell
them to leave the campus when the
college is trying to keep an open
door with the community."
Throughout the evening, Norris
took note of individuals parked on
Summit Street, and those who

1

'Often we're like
sitting ducks,19

passed through the campus.
However, he made no attempt to
challenge any of these people. He
did pass by slowly demonstrating
that there was someone watching
them, and at numerous points surreptitiously parked the car to watch
Summit Street activity.
Not all of those from off-campus
respect. Trinity security forces,
however. Norris pointed to an incident which occurred recently on
Summit Street in which someone
"belted" a security cruiser with
bricks, knocking out the back window. "Often we're like sitting
ducks," he commented.
Escorts are one of the most timeconsuming fuct ions of the security
forces. The unit handling these
escorts drove more than fifty miles
between 8:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.
when requests were at their peak.
However, the number of escorts
was not high on the Tripod's night
with security, one which was warm
and dry. Norris explained that the

number rises when it is raining or
cold. He stressed, however, that a
student is more likely to be attacked
when the weather is good.

lot and filled out his daily report.
The night shift was in the office,
getting their assignments and
picking up their walkie-talkies.
The security officers car*y no weapThe officers rotate night escort
ons, except for large flashlights
duties and all seem to encourage
which can be used as such if necesstudents to call for them. A qualm
sary. Most of the guards questioned
which many of the guards have,
preferred not' to carry weapons bethough, is that students often are cause they felt that if one is armed,
not watching for their escort. On at it could make a bad situation, worleast three occasions throughout the se. "Sizing up a person when you
evening, the officer had to wait first meet him is most important in
more than five minutes for the stu- . handling people, more important
dent. "They think we're like a than weapons or handcuffs," obtaxicab," complained Norris. He served Norris. He quickly added
said that time is precious for though that he has physically
security, they have to be out restrained individuals.
patroling, and don't want to waste
The Tripod spent two more hours
time waiting for students who are
slow. "Be ready when you call for on foot patrol with Officer Bob DeVito, who normally covers the
an escort," he griped during a par"middle" sector, but; was also
ticularly long wait in fron of 194
covering the "south" sector, due to
New Britain Avenue.
an absence of another guard. WalkIn between escorts, Norris slowly
cruised through parking lots and
areas which were not lit up. This included a trip across the extensive
fields, being careful to avoid driving
on playing surfaces so as not to
damage them. Norris leaves the window open, even in the coldest
weather, so as to hear tell-tale signs
of criminal activity, such as glass
shattering, banging, or even ing alone on campus at night
someone rustling leaves. He recoun- doesn't bother DeVito, but he did
ted that he has heard people rustling admit to sometimes feeling lonely

The buildings were supposed to be
closed at eleven, but "people have
to have someplace to study,"
DeVito remarked, observing the
lights in Clement Chemistry. This
particular evening Austin Arts was
empty. DeVito checked the entire
building making sure that the basement machine room was in order,
that the alarms were functioning,
and that unnecessary lights were
turned off. He stopped three times
for "clock checks" in the building,
at which time he pulled a key from a
metal container on the wall and inserted it in the large clock he carried
with him. The key is coded and
records on the clock the time he was
there and which station it is, to
show that he has covered the entire
building.

Satisfied that, all was well, he
headed out to the Quad again,
greeting students as he went.
DeVito remarked that the students
are for the most part quite friendly
and easy to deal with, a fact that he
attributes to their generally high intgelligence. As he said this, DeVito
spied three male students attempting a prank with the flagpole. In a
very friendly exchange, he chased
them away, asking them to tie the
ropes back "so they wouldn't rattle
all night." DeVito was weary and
turned to Summit Street, where he
joined Officer William Harris in the
car for a short time. •
around three o'clock in the mornClose to one o'clock, DeVito
ing. However, he preferred walking
to riding because he felt he was bet- returned to this foot patrol, making
ter able to patrol on foot since he sure that the exodus from the pub
could go places where cars could went smoothly without any unruly
behavior. He headed to the library
not.
for another building check, and *
DeVito strolled at a leisurely pace
without turning on the lights,
down the Long Walk and thea turchecked between the shelves of
ned toward the library. Having
books with his flashlight. "The
passed behind the library he
library, because of its closed-in
checked the Austin Arts lots, and
feeling, is the eeriest building on
then headed for the South Campus
campus to go through, especially
area. DeVito explained that during
after seeing the movie 'Hallothe first hour of his watch he likes
ween,' '.'lie jested. Convinced that;
to check everything, so that if some •
all was well, he returned'to Mather
act of vandalism occurs, he is better
able to pinpoint its time. His head
to lock it up and check in with the
was constantly turning as he
front desk.
walked, especially checking ' dark
After struggling with the doors to
spots for "people who might be Mather, ("some gargantuan must
hanging around."
open these in the morning," he
remarked), DeVito checked the
After a swing back to Mather,
DeVito decided that it was time for building briefly. It was then 1:15.
Convinced that all was well, he
his first building check, and he
headed back into the darkness to
headed for the Austin Arts Center.

"We chase the
bats, we catch
the rats, we unclog
the toilets,"

"They think we We
like a taxicab,''
leaves on the hiil behind Summit
Street, and has thus been able to
prevent "numerous" car thefts. "It
looks pretty quiet this evening,
though," he commented.
At eleven o'clock, Norris turned
the cruiser into the security parking

Lindsay Joins CCO
As of Monday, November 30, the Career Counseling Office will
add a new face to its surroundings. Diane Lindsay will take on the
position of Associate Director of Career Counseling, •' replacing
Cheryl Ives. Coming from the University of Hartford where she had
been working on a Federally-funded Title 20 Project. Ms. Lindsay is
also a social worker in the city of Hartford, and holds a Masters in
Social Work from the University of Connecticut. Currently, Anne
Crumb is Acting Assistant Director of Career Counseling.

continue his all-night patrol.
All things considered, the officers
are generally happy with their
work, but do see room for improvement, "Unfortunately it is a question of money," remarked Norris.
"We need another car and a couple
of men just to keep our head above
water," he added, pointing to the
rising crime rate in this area. It's

"You've always
got to be mentally
prepared.''
very easy for someone to keep a car
on Zioh Street and break into cars
on Summit Street, Norris ex- .
plained. "If a foot patrol spots
him, how can the (security) car not
on escorts get to Zion from, say
Ferris, fast enough? How can one
car handle all of this? The more
people you have out there the more
people are going to think twice
about what they're going to d o , "
"Norris remarked. He also believes
students have to be more security
conscious. Norris reminds students
"you're not in your bedroom in
your house. Keep your door locked
and use common sense."
DeVito as well, sees the budget as
a problem. He would also like to
free the front desk from security
calls, a view shared by all the officers. "We've been hurt by
Mather," he stated. "They have
different procedures and the desk
worker is sometimes harried."
"Sometimes we get calls for
everything but security," stated one
officer. "We chase the bats, we catch the rats, we unclog the toilets."
Yet the officers are there and all
seem dedicated to their work. As
Norris explained, "many of us live
in the area, so even, though we're
going: tp jwtorkt. it's'y.really • :&ur/
" ' h o m e y " -

. •."

;•-• ••

•;•'.'

'.•' ' ..•

••_ . • • : * . •

Perhaps Officer William Harris
best summed up the attitude of the ,
Trinity Security. "One minute you
.can-be-bored, going around and
around, but the next minutcl can
get a call to save someone's life, or
at least stop a mugging. You've
always got to ^ be .'mentally
prepared."
" . .

Students Paint Grim Nuclear Scenario
continued from page 1
to Hall. Every person dead and
every building destroyed, there
would be winds of 200 to 500 miles
per hour as a result of the intense
heat, which, uppn rising, creates a
vacumn which is filled with surrounding air. 500 rads, a lethal
dosage, of radiation would fill the
air and everything flammable
would spontaneously ignite.
Within a ten mile radius we
would see extensive damage to
buildings while people would be
victims of lacerations, broken
bones and second degree burns.
Variable doses of radiation would
exist, while fire storms would result
from spontaneous ignition and high
winds. As the temperature would
hit 2000 degrees Fahrenheit, Hall
added, "anyone lucky enough to be
in a fall out shelter would be incinerated, while anyone lucky
enough to see the blast would be
immediately blinded."
Hall cited a recent police study
that concluded that out of Hartfotd's 650,000 people, 280,000
would be killed right away, while
160,000 would be incapacitated.
She even believes these figures to
be low, for the study was done with
the assumption that no fire storms
occur and that everyone is at home
rather than at work in the down-

town area, where tjie danger would
be greatest.
Aside from the immediate
physical effects of a nuclear explosion, Hall listed other major health
problems. The disposal of the dead
would be difficult, thus increasing
the threat of an epidemic. Stirvivors would suffer from psychological trauma and there would be
a lack of available health care
resulting from the destruction of
hospitals and casualties among
doctors. One study, Hall pointed
out, found that since most health
professionals are located in cities, a
nuclear disaster in Hartford would
kill 5/ 6 of the doctors and nurses.
This raises a major ethical issue:
would surviving doctors and nurses
stay in the area to help others or
leave because of the threat of
radiation injury to themselves?
Infectious diseases from the
absence of health care and the
rotting of dead bodies would find
their way into food and water supplies, causing an explosion in the
disease-carrying insect population.
Thus we would see epidemics of
infectious disease. Children in outlying areas would be killed by
radiation, while survivors would
experience sterility and DNA disruptions.
In terms of the envoronment, the

radiation would cause depletion of
the ozone layer, resulting in excess
ultra violet light after about twentyfive years. Plankton, the base of the
food chain in,the sea,.would be
contaminated, killing off much of
the sea life. Also, a most dramatic
change would occur in the temperature of the environment; it would
experience a gradual cooling that

could possibly lead to an Ice Age.
Hall and the other members of
the Union of Concerned Scientists
believe that there is only one way
to deal with such devastating possibilities: through prevention, since
any nuclear blast would inevitably
cause widespread devastation. The
group has planned symposiums for

Jonatlton Chalet discusses medical effects of nuclear warfare.

health professionals to educate
them on these dangers in terms of
medical effects, and it seems,
according to Hall, that they have so
far met with some success. Even
the "notoriously conservative
American 'Medical Association,"
Hall concluded, has passed a resolution urging the prevention of
further nuclear arms buildup.

photo by David SIsKInd
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Editorial
Way to Go, Bantams!
The thrilling, last-minute Homecoming victory for the
Trinity football team on Saturday capped a successful
fall season for nearly all of the Bantam teams. The impressiveness of football's 6-2 record was matched by
the smashing success of the women's soccer team (9-2)
and the field hockey team (10-2-2), for example. The
Ducks, in addition, made it to the New Englands and once
gain emerged as champions.
At times the sports scene at Trinity is overlooked, due
to other, more pressing concerns on campus. Nevertheless, the efforts of our athletes must always be recognized, for they represent the-healthy spirit of competition.
In a way, their personal struggles in the field or in the
Water rnirror tH^'crjaljenges that face all of us as we
departTrinity and efitekthe "real world.", '•'•; \ •' .',,•'
;
j;lrt, any" event. Trinity .is swelling with' 'prjide ; ,this
semester, thanks to its superb athletic "program." Thisr
sense of school spirit makes one eagerly look forward to
the winter sports slate. Support your fellow students in
their unique pursuit of excellence. Nice going, Bantams,
and good luck!

Money Down the Drain
In this issue, the Department of Buildings and Grounds
reports that since October 29 — nearly three weeks ago
— eight light poles have been vandalized on campus.
Some of the fixtures were smashed, while others (believe
It or not) were uprooted and knocked down.
It is estimated that $6,000 will have to be spent to repair
this damage, an alarming amount. This figure, however,
does not include labor costs, as well as the expense ot
stationing a security guard nearby tp supervise the repair
work. Clearly, this guard's time and salary could be put to
better use.
Is there any reason for such senseless vandalism at
Trinity? Each year, without exception thousands of
dollars are wasted replacing broken glass, punched-out
celling tiles, and light poles such as these that are victimized for no apparent reason. In a time when the
College, let alone the entire country, is very budget conscious, the money that must be spent due to the unreasonable actions ot a few could be put to ao many ottier
uses, such as the funding of minority scholarships, for
example.
In most cases, students are to blame for this destruction. Such behavior is pernicious and inexcusable and
must be discouraged. Alcohol is a factor that has to be
recognized; several students claim that they get so drunk
they cannot control their actions. What Is it about the
social atmosphere of the College that promotes such
drunkenness,'which ultimately leads to the defacement
of our campus?
Students°are not always the culprits, of course; much
of the vandalism outside of the dormitories may be
caused by residents of the surrounding area. In this case,
the question is: brought to mind: Are there enough
security guardspatrolling the campus, particularly during
the evening? Your basic evening patrol boasts two officers in cars and three on foot. Is this an adequate
amount, and is the Security Department sufficiently funded
to provide comprehensive surveillance year-round?
The answers to, these questions are not easy, particularly due to the fact that no one witnesses these recurring
acts of vandalism. Students must always be on guard and
report any incidents immediately. Work with the Security
Office to help avert such destruction, even if it means
turning in a friend. Of course, confidentiality is always
maintained, so there is no fear of retaliation. Something
must be done, for no one who spends so much money to
attend Trinity wants to see it go down the drain. .

b t -fro-telk/ u*^eas>lWfc

Rebuttal: Does the N.E.H.
Squander Its Funds?
To the Editor:
David Gurliacci's most recent
diatribe ("The Truly Needy") attempts to be an indictment of the
work of Joseph Duffy (the head of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities) and the organizations
the N.E.H. has chosen to fund.
While Gurliacci obviously disapproves of these choices, he offers no
convincing evidence as to why anybody else should. Gurliacci is, in
fact, so short on substantive argument that he finds it necessary to resort to slander; for example, reducing the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union to a group
of "hefty gals who sing 'Look for
the Union label.' " I'm sure that
the (dedicated men and women of
the ILGWU would be most impressed by Mr. Gurliacci's characterization of their activities.
At the end of this interesting article we are informed that the
United Farm Workers has misspent
the money allotted them by the

N.E.H. Be this as it may (and I
would surely be interested in hearing the UFW's side of the story),
this acquisition hardly qualifies
Gurliacci's insinuation that such a
charge is to be expected when leftist
groups get their greedy little hands
on some money. (I, for one, am
willing not to condemn all Conservatives simply because a few of
them have such peculiar ideas about
the nutritional requirements of
needy children.)
So what is the Conservative answer to this mess? Human Events
(the "National Conservative
Weekly" upon which the article in
question was based) has the answer
—: they are: backing a new man,
Melvin Bradford,^ for Duffy's job.
Bradford "wants to dcpoliticize the
Endowment. , . and bring a Conservative perspective to the type of
projects to be funded." I never
realized that "depoliticization"
meant cutting off liberal organi-

zations and funding conservative
ones. Live and learn.
In essence, Mr, Gurliacci, the
only argument you present in your
article is that you just do not like
the organizations funded by the
N.E.H. Well, too bad. But don't
get too depressed about it. For
although the N.E.H. may be
squandering a whole one million
dollars on the pinkos, it's heartening to remember that, in these hard
times,-billions of dollars are still
managing to find their way to a
truly worthwhile and humane
cause: the military budget.
Sincerely,
Rima Sirota '82
P.S, In the interests of accurate
journalism '. . . Gurliacci states
that "according to some" AmOom,
Inc. may receive $800,000 to do a
favorable TV series on the Communist Party. This claim (in
Human Events) was actually made
by (count 'em) one anonymous
"observer."

Dangerous Half-Knowledge
It is perfectly natural, I believe,
to submit one's reasoned opinions
to the public on the strength of
one's biases. It is disasterous,
however, when an argument
exhibits a cacophony of sentiment
directed for the support of
something so complex as the
workings of the federal government. In the recent serial entitled
"Dangerous Thoughts" where the
interested reader deserves some
modicum of objectivity, one gets
precious tittle. Mr. Gurliacci, as a
patriot
and
an
ideologist
unquestionably consistent, has an
unfortunate tendency toward sarcasm, prompted, \ think, by a certain misled sense of things a-priori.
He doesn't seem to understand
the nature of our subjective attachments to the present administration
well enough to realize that the piddling examples of financial

mismanagement which he presented Federal funding programs) it is imlast week behind the revealingly portant to be clear, complete and
ironic and undefined label "The simple. Last week's episode of
Truly Needy," are not significant to "Dangerous Thoughts" was none
the point in question, r.e. "Need." of these. It is unchallengeable to my
I imagine Mr. Gurliacci has intended mind that the most dangerous kind
for us Trinity students, we who are of knowledge is half-knowledge,
rational, concerned, potentially for it prompts action on the basis of
liberal (heaven forfend), and half-truth, and therefore lies. I apsomewhat uninformed (judging by preciate Mr. Gurliacci's zest and
the thrust of his enlightening data) conviction. I also respect his
a message on the ills of the public courage. I don't approve, finally,
funding of certain social in- of the kind of intemperence institutions. And although his dicative of an over-confident youth,
negative views do hold some weight or a half-wit. Mr. Gurliacci may be
in the direction of defining what the
neither of these, as I hope he isn't. I
"truly needy" arc not, I find his
only beg that he pay more attention
general
attitudes
officious,
to all factors concerned in the foradolescent, and distasteful.
mulation of his publicized thought.
This is what is truly needed.
In determining what thoughts are
dangerous (in this case those concerning the validity of certain

Sincerely,

Matt Carey, Box 58 ,

Mud-Slinging Dictionaries
I've spent the last two weeks
reading left wing and right wing
"dictionaries" in the Tripod that
aie full of half truths and blatant
lies. The articles were obviously
attempts at humor. They greatly
disturbed me, however. Isn't it
obvious that spreading that kind of
propaganda and indulging in that
kind of mud-slinging just increases
the hostility and the lack of understanding already prevalent in this
school? If people want to square
off on specific issues, that's fine.
However, playing cute little word
games does nothing more than
waste space in the paper and confuse and annoy people.
One needs only to read David

Gurliacci's tasteless definitions of
"rape" (what every man would
really like to do to any woman) and
"rapist" (a man who gets caught) to
see my point. Jim Bolton is also
guilty of increasing ignorance and
hostility. Defining McCarthyisra as

"saving America from all those
pinko spies and fags" . . . helps no
one. As I said, I realize that these
articles were written with humor in
mind, but I can't help being disgusted in them.
Michael Topp

DKE Displeased
To the Trinity Community,
We would like to make clear our displeasure with the selections for the "Frat Study" Committee. We feel that an all male
committee examining institutions that are sexist is extremelyhypocritical. While we have no objections to the specific members of the committee, we feel that at least two should be
women. The DKE Community
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Letters and Commentary

Dangerous Thoughts: Ms. Antsbug Defends Truth, Justice
by Bertha Antsbug
I must say that I take offense at
the offensive and heartless nature
of Mr. Gurliacci's column of last
week. How could a Trinity student
insulated from the cold, hard
realities of the cold, hard world
dare to write about the succor of the
needy so coldly and hardly? I am
shocked. I am offended.

would rip out of the hands of the
needy in our country.
•601,692.00 was awarded by the
Community
Services
Administration to needy Campesino
Centers "that provide social services for migrant workers," according to the Courant.

Does Mr. Gurliacci deny that
poor migrant workers are not
needy? He "forgot" to mention the
Don't Sierra Club activists have a
fact that these Campesino Centers
right to Federal funds too? They
provide these poor workers with
received $87,493 by tne wayl— not . "help on welfare, problems,^unthe 587,000 that ,,Mr,.,6urliacci
employment.benefits, immigration,
reported. Should they be denied
income tax forms and housing." Is
their share? And what's wrong with
Mr.' Gurliacci against the poor?
a few, poor garment workers That's what 1 want to know.
gathering around the TV camera
This grant would have financed a
and singing a song to help them
forget their labors, anyway? Would "phone, television, and two-way
Mr. Gurliacci deny them that? And radio system" so that those needy
can't a guy make a film about the Campesinos could keep in touch
Communists with Federal funds with each other. The system would
anymore? When I read Mr. have included 17 mountaintop relay
Gurliacci's words opposing Federal stations to connect the 28 Campefunding for this project, I see cold, sino Centers.
dark McCarthyism rearing up its
1 suppose Mr. Gurliacci would
ugly head yet again. Don't sa^' I have the poor Campesinos trust
didn't warn you, dear readers.
their welfare to the perils of the
Post Office or the tender mercies of
Ma Bell! I don't believe that our
And those poor, needy Camnation, which has so much wealth
pesino Centers! 1 looked up that
in it, should toss away the poor to
Hartford Courant article (Novemthe elements like that. I think that
ber 8; page A8) that Mr. Guriiacci
we should all think of the poor, imreferred to, and I'd like to reveal a
few facts that Mr. Gurliacci communicating Campesinos the
"forgot" to add. I think that they next time we season our salads
(migrants pick lettuce, you know)
show the worthiness of the type of
or peel grapes. There are CamFederal succor that Mr. Gurliacci

pesino Centers less fortunate than it has been. Let's look at case
we.
studies:
Let's look at another progYam
At North High School, in what
that the, likes of Mr. Gurliacci might be easily mistaken for an "afwould like to slash away at. I speak fluent" community-Grosse Po'inte,
of the School-Lunch Program. I Michigan, where the school cafespeak of starving children.
teria looks out upon a parking lot
Yes, we have all heard of the Ket- filled
with
the
students'
chup Atrocity — the memory of Volkswagons, Hondas, and only
this proposal (made by underlings one E-type Jaguar (no Rolls Royces
in the Agriculture Department but or Mercedes here, Dave Stockman)

mm*

IF NDU Dorr.E«.

never implemented) must" strike
terror in the stomachs of little tots,
still. But 1 think that the real story is
much more interesting than even
that. In the cover story of the October 12 issue of Time magazine, .
that story is told.
The School Lunch Program grew
from $576 million in 1970 to $3.1
billion in fiscal 1980, says Time,
and a well-spent $3,100,000,000.00

On the Contrary, Time Does
Not Soothe All Wounds at Trinity
To the editor,
Mr. David Winer, Dean of
Students, and Alpha Chi Rho
should be put on public trial. Last
year's rape was the second fraternal
race I have come across in two
years, the other being in Pennsylvania. The ubiquity of David .
Winer's cowardice is self-evident
with the term "incident." It was by
all available accounts a gang rape.
An "incident" becomes a gang rape
when the choice of individual involvement is eliminated, where personal liberty and freedom have been

417 Now Britain Ava., Hartford
JConur of HIIMM W-.)

ALWAYS ON HAND

249-6833

417 fim Britain Am., MwtfiswS
(earner an' SSSJs&to A«sJ

Extirpated,
The
brash
administrative policy of allowing the
s\udents to remain, in school with a
frat parole (rather than expelling
them, suspending them for a year,
etc.) typifies an arrogant elitist
philosophy in which women are the
means and the ends to an egotistical triumph over a weaker species.
These hedonist barbarians that have
been allowed to graduate or are still
in school can now fully appreciate
and recognize the power of "the
spirit of elitist cooperation." This
is an institutional system which is
and did provide protection and amnesty for their aberrant behavior.
Does this create outstanding
citizens? No.
The Trinity administration that
instituted the policy, time soothes
all wounds, replicated our "early
and crude state of society." How
did the administration accomplish
this? By resurrecting privy
traditional patterns of domination
and pretentious propriety, that
coerces weaker elements of society
into abject compliance. Where were
The TRINITY TRIPOD.
Volume 80, Issue 10,
November 17, 1981. The
TRIPOD is published weekly
on Tuesday, except vacations, during the academic
year. Student subscriptions
are included in the student
activities fee; other subscriptions are SllOO per
year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer jiournai
Register, Palmer, MA, and
published at Trinity CoOege,
„ Hartford, CT. Advertising
rates are $3.00 per column
inch, $30.00 per eighth page
and $55.00 per quarter page.

those "gentlemen" when the incident took place? -Instead of
resolutely , stopping this madness
they phoned each other to come
over and watch the spectacle. These
are the same characters that are
going to get married and father
children. Rather, they will father
wanton immorality and inimical institutional foundations. Characters
and individuals of this stature
belong to and inevitably become the
rodents of our society.
This "incident" was a disgusting
debaucherous assault. Unfortunately, administrative charlatans
representing law and order, verity,
and honor responded by parolling
the malefactors. The university
ameliorated its short-run position,
but destroyed potential long-term
gains in establishing respect tor the
law, mutual respect between the
sexes, and dismantling institutional
cover-ups. I would have to ask
myself whether I would want my
sisters, or some day, my daughter to
attend a"school where: students call
each other to attend a rape and
where ah administration behaves
like three blind mice when the letter
of the law has beenl broken and
sexual offenses are treated as if they
had never happened.
Sincerely Disgusted,
Dan Palmer

NOV. 19th. "
,. "That's when the
American Cancer
Society asks every
smoker in America
• to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever"
THE GREAT AMERICAN

a full 15 percent of the student body
avails itself of the Federally-subsidized $1.20 lunch (half of the students are ingrates and go to a fast
food outlet, 35% eat more expensive a la carte iterns). But among
those 240 students who eat the subsidized school lunches, a full ten of
them have been judged needy and eat
free or at a reduced price. The cost:
a mere $94,000 for the school; that
is, only a few thousand dollars per
each of the ten students.
Some cheating was involved in
applying for the free or reduced
price lunches, as the school board
well knows, and not every one of
the families receiving aid meets the
requirements. But the school board
lacks the staff to check1 up on these
details, the school officials tell
Time,
At Lakeside High in the Atlanta
suburbs 750 of the school's 1,350

students are tempted to buy a $1.25
meal that, since it is subsidized for
everyone, costs only 75 cents. A
full 45 students get the meal for
free or at a reduced price. The cost:
a mere $33,750 last year, or over
$750 per needy student per year (or
a bit over $16.00 per needy child per
week).
At the Eastman Avenue Elementary School in, east Los Angeles,
perhaps,'the neediest of the needy
receive siistinence. Every single one
of the,l,550 Children used to eat for
free. "Since more than 85% would
qualify for no-cost meals anyway,
the school had been excused from
charging anybody until last year,"
says Time. Now the dastardly
budget cuts are forcing-751 fullfare, and 35<t reduced-fare lunches
upon the children, with eligibilty
requirements for those who would
receive their gruel for free. Apparently the poor children, many of
whom are Hispanic, and don't get
this type of food at home, do not
enjoy their beans -— and.throw out
10-20 percent of their meals.
Clearly, if starving people protest in
this fashion, their food must be
foul-tasting,,, and the program
should be reformed.
This, fhen is the program, that
man- Reagan wants to cut. The
need, the benefits, the efficiency,
and the desirability of the program
in its present state leave him cold.
His Budget Director, David Stockman, hisses his desire to "take more
out of" the program, even now.
Oh, what shall befall these poor
children who have fallen through
the "social safety net?" How shall
they fortify their little bodies? By
resorting to thievery? By cutting
back ori their television watching?
By viewing fewer films,: as Nancy
Reagan buys $200,000 wOrth
of unnecessary White House coina
with the wealthy's donations? The
recent British street riots should be
a lesson to our current rulers.
Liquor store owners, beware!
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Commentary
On Pre-Registration, Frats, and Ice Hockey Season
by Susan T. Granger
"What's on your mind?"
"What's on my mind is that the
fraternity (Crow) should get off
probation. Crow is one of the few
fraternities that supplies us with a
good social life on campus, and
with the frat being on probation we
are being deprived of one of our
few social activities. After a week
of hard academic work, girls Would
like to have the opportunity to go

to Crow and have a good time."
"What's on my mind is the whole
idea of getting permission slips
signed. I am very upset because I
had to break my cast to go and get
my permission slip signed. The
whole thing is just a race, and you
have to literally run to get permission to get into a class, and the
service goes to the people who get
there first. I am a junior this year,
and I do not see the reason why I
have to go through all this trouble
to get into a class."

IBantam IHcdy

of

"What's on my mind is that
Trinity isn't all that bad, and people
should not show such negative attitudes. So, I feel that this week's
' What's on your mind?' column
should be based on all positive
things."
"What's on my mind is a girl who
is blond, blue-eyed, 5'4", and
sings."
"What's on my mind is, the
Trinity administrators are cutting
off fraternity activities, when there
aren't any alternatives supplied as
social outlets. Frats are there to
supply much-needed social functions, and if we cut them out we
would be deprived of a better
social life. The Frat system should
be supported
rather
than
diminished."
"Since Trinity has a shortage of

housing, they (the housing administrators) should help students to
get houses off campus. Trinity
should facilitate housing off
campus for the students who seek
them. There are some students who
wish to live in the public sector
around the campus."
"I am psyched about my
fraternity. It's great, it has great
brotherhood, and it's just a good
time. By the way, my frat is AD."
"I'm really psyched about the
launching of the Space Shuttle.
This is a great step towards improving our communication. It
helps us learn about planets, the
universe, and it's the best thing in
technology."
"What's on my mind is that the
people on this campus do not have
the decency to wail until at least

midnight to steal the Nutcracker
posters. I went to dinner hoping
thai when I got out the posters
would still be up, but by the time I
got out the posters were gone, I'am
upset because I wanted to wait
until dark to take a poster, but
someone took it before me while it
was still light out."
"What's on my mind is that
Hockey season has started; I'm
psyched, and 1 look forward to a
great season. Also, the Hockey
season gives me a reason to be at
Trinity."
"What's on ray mind is that I will
like to know what happened to the
News table in the Tripod World
Headquarters."
"What's on my mind is that the
ice-cream in Saga is so frozen all
the time, that it can't be scooped
out."

MR Boston .

Schnapps and Hops

•£TOW*>
"Worker^ Unite": This administrator, fluent in Spanish, enjoys tennis and
poetry in her spare time. Her dog just won third place in the Connecticut KNine Competition. Who is she?
Last week's charming cherub was Connie Ware, Director of Development.

The dynamic duo. A shot of Mr. Boston Peppermint
Schnapps and the perfect sidekick—an icy cold mug of your
favorite beer.
- An exciting combination that's winning over tastebuds
everywhere.
Sure, there are lots of Peppermint Schnapps. But only
Mr. Boston's natural Peppermint Schnapps comes from a
collection of eleven natural tastes from around the world.
So why take a shot in the dark?
Written by
Royce Flippin and
Douglas McGrafh. Drawings by
Frank Williams. Produced by Michael S. Katz
The anti-prepple book, created by the original anti-prep people, is the
handbook for the anti-movement that has all the Muffies and Buffles
quaking in their topstders. Here's fifty glorious, hilarious ways to send
each and every preppie whimpering back to their duck-filled dens, never
again to inflict their pretensions on an exasperated world.
150.000 COPIES IN PHINT BEFORE PUBLICATION
$3.95 wherever books are sold

A&W VISUAL LIBRARY •
95 Madison Avenue, New York 10016

Mr. Boston's
Natural Peppermint Taste
D . A jL % , M r -5o s t °n Peppermint Schnapps, 54, 60 and 100proof.
Produced by Mr. Boston Distiller, Boston, MA, Owensboro, KY, Albany, GA. © 1980
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Commentary
Defense Spending Hampers Our Security and Economy
by Ian McFariand
for the Coalition
for Nuclear Arms C ontrol
Before I begin, I'd like, to make a
correction regarding my article of
last week. In said article, the last
sentence of the second paragraph
reads, incorrectly: "both nations
must maintain peace with each
other, which, according to this
scenario, would inevitably lead to
nuclear escalation . . . " This
sentence should read: "both
nations must maintain peace with
each other; war (which, according
to this scenario,; Would inevitably
lead to nuclear escalation) . . ." I
hope everyone is now assured that
I do not believe peace to be the
first step to Armageddon.
Enough of the past, though I do
admit that this week's topic was
chosen as a follow-up to last
week's. For, if massive defense
spending really only hampers
national security, it is even more
damaging to the national economy
and the general welfare.
The most obvious problem with
defense spending is that it is highly
inflationary; even those who favor,
such spending seldom deny this.
The cause of this inflation is easy to
understand. Defense industries
employ workers without producing
any consumer goods; this means
that more money is being put into
the hands of consumers while no
more goods are available than
before. It is a simple case of supply
and demand: the demand has gone
up (since the money the workers
earn will presumably be spent)
while the supply has remained
stagnant. Any high school economics student can tell you that
such a situation is inflationary.

Another problem with defense
spending is that it is notoriously
inefficient. Since most military
contracts are non-competitive and
all costs (and cost-overruns) can be
passed on to the government, there
is no incentive to increase efficiency and eliminate waste; there is
only the incentive to increase
profits by increasing costs. President Reagan has always held wastecutting as a top priority. He would
do>well to begin with the Department of Defense. Last year, the

House Appropriations Committee
and the Congressional Republican
Study Cpmmittee found forty-six
ways that federal funds were misused by the armed services — ways
which (if corrected) could mean
$15 billion in potential savings.
A popular misconception about
military spending is that it is a good
creator of jobs; this is simply not
true. To- be sure, the defense
spending associated with World
War II brought us out of the
Depression, but this example is

misleading. The government could
have spent those billions anywhere
in the economy (and drafted all the
unemployed to fill the jobs so
created) with the sanre-result. The
fact that the military happened to
be picked is (economically
speaking) purely accidental. The
reason the New Deal policies did
not have as drastic an effect as war
spending is a matter of scale only,
not of any fundamental difference
between military and civilianoriented spending. ,

In fact, there is good reason to
believe that the military is one of
the least productive areas for
getting jobs out of the economy.
The reason for this is simple.
Today's demands for increasingly
sophisticated weaponry will create
jobs for technicians, engineers and
the like who make up only a small
percentage of the work force and
one with an already "low level of
unemployment. The people who
are really in desperate need of
work (service and industrial workers and chronically unemployed
youth) will probably reap little or
no benefits from large increases in
defense spending.
This sobering fact brings us to
the last and most crucial way in
which defense spending hurts
Americans, and that is in the cuts
in social programs which It entails
— cuts which hurt the poor, the
elderly, and the very young.
Around 400,000 households will be
affected by food stamp cuts;
around 700,000 job slots have been
eliminated by the CETA cuts; this
year 14.5 million children will be
affected by cuts in school lunch
programs. When one balances
these cuts with the billions that will
soon be coming to such "needy"
people as the corporate heads of
North American Rockwell, Electric Boat and United Technologies
(all of whom have worked for the
Republican Party and Republican
Candidates in the past), it is truly
incomprehensible that an intelligent member of our community
can bring himself to criticize the
National Endowment for the
Humanities for giving (by his own
statistics) less than $140,000 to
people who want to bring the world
closer to a permanent peace.

Georgia Frat President Faces ' 'Disorderly House'' Charge
College Press Service
A student fraternity president at
the University of Georgia faces
trial-on charges his house violated a
100-year-old criminal statute originally enacted to control houses of
prostitution.
Lambda Chi Alpha president
Clay Land was arrested Sept. 23 by
plainclothes city police and
charged with "keeping a disorderly
house." The arrest was made following police observation of a
female strip show held in the fra-;
ternity's basement in conjunction
with Rush Week. Land was also
charged with violating a city noise
ordinance.
In a similar raid the same
evening, campus police arrested
Alpha Tail Omega president Alan
Masarek and charged him with the
same offenses. Charges against
Masarek were
subsequently
dropped, as was the noise charge
against Land. A local magistrate's
court refused, however, to dismiss
Land's disorderly house charge,
and bound the defendant over to
state court for a pre-trial hearing
Nov. 4.
If convicted, Land faces up to a
year in jail and a fine of up to
$1000.

"Frat strip shows have been
going on for years," Land protests.
"The university and townspeople
seem to think things that used to be
acceptable aren't acceptable anymore. The 'U' used to have a handsoff policy regarding frats, but now
they're cracking down on things."
"This kid never even went down
to watch the strip show," says
Earnest De Pascale, an attorney
representing Land. "He was sitting
on the front porch when the police
got there. They went right into the
house, no warrants, no knocking, •
nothing."
"I was in my room at the time,"
Land slightly amends. "They took
me down to headquarters, interrogated me, took mug shots and the
whole bit. They treat you like a
common criminal."
The century-old statute invoked
against Land forbids the owner or
manager of a dwelling from "maintaining a disorderly house to encourage gaming, drinking and other misbehavior," and was originally enacted as a means of controlling prostitution, according to
Student Activities Director Phil
Weast. Both fraternities, he adds,
have been placed on social probation the remainder of the semester.

"(Strip shows) have been going
on for ages here, whenever Rush
takes place,"„ asserts Eddie
Ausband,
university
InterFraternity Council president, and
also a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha. "I've heard the same stories
from my parents. When you have
parties every night for three weeks,
people get tried of just sitting
around drinking beer."
"The thing now is that people in
the community are becoming more
aware of what's going on in frat
houses, and more aware of the kind
of legal action they can take
against things they don't like,"
Ausband says.
"We've got a more sensitive citizenry, quicker to complain than
before," agrees" Bill Bracewell,
University Judicial Programs
director, who notes a series of
recent complaints by townspeople
over excessive noise at fraternity
houses. "There' have always been
frat parties, but sound systems are
muchlouder today,and the type of
entertainment has changed," he
says. • •' ' i J '- ;
"What students 'may think is
normal behavior, townspeople do
not."
"The fraternity system has been

Phone 547-02S3

. TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
OHOSOi WINES ft LIQUORS
219 Hm Britain Ava., HartfmH, Conn.
M n W. Oufka, Prop.
(comer Henry St. next to Corner Tap),

getting a little out of control,"
laments Phil Weast, noting the
many noise complaints and also a
problem of fraternity "casino
parties," involving illegal gambling.
"Such things have collided seriously with the sensitivity of the
community. We seem to be coming
to the point where people aren't
going to take it anymore."
Though De Pascale admits "the
boys haven't done a good PR job
with the neighbors lately," he
insists "the police have been very
authoritarian with the students
recently. They love to play games,
get in plain clothes and try to crack
down on things. They shouldn't
even be on campus."
"It's a two-way street," says Clay-

Land. "Frats need to be given a fair
chance. People think we're here for
four years on a free ride and don't
give anything back to the community. It's just not true. We spend
over $2000 a year on property taxes
alone, and we probably outspend
townspeople at local stores."
Ausband applauds the fact that
Greek houses and town officials
have instituted a series of meetings
to reconcile mutual frictions. Yet
he warns "There'll always be
tensions as long as there are frats.
Greeks are here tp have fun as well
as to study. When you have 60 guys
packed into one house, it's always a
party even when nothing's going
on."

Tripod
Elections
Nov. 22
' Elections for next semester's Tripod Editorial Board will be
held on Sunday, November 22 at 4 p.m. in the Tripod World
Headquarters in Jackson Hall Basement. Positions are open
to all Trinity students. Nominations must be submitted in
writing to Box 244 before noon on Friday, November 20.
The following positions are to be elected: Editor, Managing
Editor, News Editor, Sports Editor, Hartford,Editor, Arts
Editor, Photography Editor, Contributing Editors (3), Copy
Editors (3), Business Manager, Advertising Manager, Ciri culation Manager, and Announcements Editor.
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Arts & Entertainment
Imprisoned Poet in Exile
by Jennifer Wolfe
neonbright orange
vermilion
oil the chopped broken slate
that gravelled the path and the yard
bright orange was the red blood
freshly spilt where the prisoners had
passed
rDennis Brutus,
"Robtjen Island Sequence, I

the horror-ridden Robben Island,
the "Devil's Island," of South
Africa, where South African
prisoners are sent to complete sentences of hard labor. It describes
the cruelty that Brutus watched on
his first day of imprisonment, when
under the simple command of
"Carry on!" prison guards clubbed
and whipped twenty men at will in

terest in apartheid, particularly in
sports. He began organizing opposition efforts, and subsequently
lost his job and his freedom, Brutus
was arrested, and after being shot in
the back in an escape attempt, he
was sent to Robben Island where, in
1965, he completed his sentence of
hard labor. He was then issued
"permanent exit" from S. Africa.
The cruelties he experienced on
the "Devil's Island" were recorded
in "letters" he sent to his sisterin-law, Martha, as he was forbidden to write anything that might
have been of interest to publishers.
These experiences were later collected for publishing in his second
volume, Letters to Martha and
other Poems from a South African
Prison (1968), His first work,
Sirens, Knuckles, Booths 1963),
published while he was on Robben
Island, won the Mbari Prize for
poetry. In 1970, his book Poems
From Algiers was published, which
-vas written about himself and
various other African artists who
attended an Algerian festival in
1969.

li'

Lehrer Burns Keys

Brutus spoke of these African artists in his lecture. He .stated that
these authors are examining the
onomic and political realities that
e just as painful today as they
-re in the colonization period of
A Idea's history. An awareness of
Professor Dennis
Brutus
of
Amherat
College
lectured
on
the
political
ton
—
„ „ , , „ „ „, r,,„,„;,.,, ^u,Jt.gC ieciurcu on lac politi
the African situation in literature
tent Or African nnMrv in "Vni»nc nf »..«*..,.*.!-».._.
« i« .
tent of African poetry in "Voices of Protest: Poetry of Africa."
means that "inevitably one has to
• 'PltoiobyMurybcihCalltm
move on to the realm of politics,"
Dennis Brutus, exiled South prison courtyard,
stated Brutus. Thus, African
African poet, gave a lecture at
Brutus was sent to Robben Island protest poets write of the Somh
--T^teD Cotter^s-frttst w j & W rot Ws f>ctetafc\ activism \n Seufo
African who'« forced into the gold
titled "Voices of Protest: Poetry in Africa. Born in Salisbury, Southern
mines, slaves for the "khaki-raced"
Africa." He made a brief survey of
Rhodesia, he received his 13.A. white num. anil has his spj,^
African protest poetry, and read
several poems from his own works degree from Fort Hare University broken until he is "yoked into
as examples of this poetry in College and studied law at the docility."
University of Witswatersrand. Beprotest,
tween 1948 and 1962, he taught
The artists speak of the transfer
The poem cited above, read in its
English and Afrikaans in several
of power in today's Africa that
complete form at the lecture, was
South African high schools. At this
Brutus claims "at heart, is not to
written about Brutus' experience on
time he began lto
take an active incontinued on
on pagi
page 12
_ _ _ ..
• r "~ -~6"," u l«"« an active incontinued

by Glen Chu-Rkhardson
Smut
Give me smut and nothing but
A dirty novel I can shut
If it's uncut
And unsubt
Ic
Too Many Songs by Tom Lehrer:
With Not Enough Drawings by
Ronald Searle (Pantheon, cloth,
£16.50. paper $8.95) is the kind of
smut Tom Lehrer fans have been
hungry for since his last record
(That Was the Year That Was,
1965). Now every home can have
this' classic collection of satirical
turpitude nestling between the
Websters and the family Bible, The
poor taste of a Sid Viscious or a
Ronald Reagan pales beside the
pointed perversity of Lehrer; and
Lenrcr has the added advantage of
a genuine sense of humor, a
stronger sense of principle, and a
masterful sense of phraseology.
Lehrer's rhyme schemes would
make Ogden Nash wince. His
music? Devotees know trim
Lehrer\ tunes blend sardonically
and mqlotlically with his verse.
Tom Lehrer is a graduate of Warvard with a degree in Mathematics.
Between "performances" Lehrer
has taught Math at Harvard,
M.I.T., Wdlesley, and the Univerity of California. Santa Cm/. He
nis recorded three albums: SOUK'S
by Tom Lehrer; An Evening
Wws'til with Tom Luhrtsr; and That
Was ihe Year Thai Was. He also
w r c c ten songs tor Public
Television's "The Electric Company." Last year, a .stage revue,
Tomfoolery, was created and tierformed in England, celebrating the
«>ngs and wii (,f Tom I direr.
Perhaps I chici's cnties best
describe him (taken from the jacket
of An Evening Wasted with T<)m

Jil"M

not

fettered by such inhibiting factors
as tasic ...," New York Times'
•Vulgarity
•• P i t I s b u r g h s •
Telegram; "Obwous, jejune, and
remarkably unsophisticated . »
London Evening Standard,
'"'
But his lyrics best represent him
In them, he lampoons the American
landscape, sparing nothing and noone. On College: "Soon we'll be
out amid the cold world's strife/
Soon we'll be .sliding down the
razor blade or life." On Religion;
"First you get down on your
knees,/Fiddle
with
your
rosarics,/Bow your head with great
respect/and genuflect, genuflect,
genuflect." On S <& M: "Let our
love be a flame not an embcr,/Say
it's me that you want to dismember." On Spring: "All the world
seems in tune/On a spring afternoon/When we're poisoning
pigeons in the park." On Nuclear
Holocaust: " W e will all fry
together when we fry./We'll be
trench fried potatoes by and
by.../When the air becomes
uranious./We
will
all go
simultaneous..." On Pollution:
"Pollution, pollution,.'-You can use
the latest ioothpasie,/And then rinse
your mouth with industrial waste."
And of The Old Dope Peddler/
"He gives- tile kids free samples./lkeause he knows lull well/
That today's innocent faces/ Will be
tomorrow's clientele."
The appropriately tasteless
illustrations by Ronald Searle alone
are worth the price of the book.
The artistry of Tom Lehrer is
priceless. Tom Lehrer remains contemporary because the American
landscape he wrote about has not
changed, Lehrer fans will want this
book, if only to join him in a communal groan of agony about the
.state of our world,

Tuning into Brass and Sass
The zing and swing of the Trinity performed by Booker T and the
Jazz Band kept the crowd at the MG's. from Spyro Gyra's "Catch- dents capturing the vibes of good
sound.
Homecoming Game upbeat with a ing the S u n , " "Percolator"
The members of this small, but
note of inspiration during halftime. followed with a sassy, bubbly
The twenty-member ensemble, led vitality that displayed the fine talent -select group include: the Sax
Masters, Craig Curry '85, Brian
by Mike Ross, performed five tunes . in the brass and rhythm sections
Flowers'82, Robert Moran'85, and
— a string of musical pearls, ap- ''Give It All You Got," a spirited
pealing to all ages with selections Mangtone composition, lent its in- Mike Vigeant'85, the Sliders, Chris
from both the Big Band Era and the fectious power to the apprehensive Elliott '85, Ken Wyker '83, and
Mike Ross; Gabriel's Seven, Paul
stylistic trends of the present.
team and spectators.
Bunaes '83, Chuck Chronis '85,
As the crowd descended from the
Trin's musical team also closed
bleachers, the band opened with a with a winning play. Glen Miller's > B T 1 ,P a S '' v ' a >84' Jofln Klimczak
85. Kinv Kovage '85, Dave Nagle
Bob James' number called "Touch- "In The Mood" carried the crowd
p . ^ n d Marc Selverstone-84; a m !
down," scoring some popular points back to the stands with a new opti- the
Pulse Men, Todd Brilliant '84
with an already- enthused audien- mism — and with an awareness of
ce. The program continued with a the quality instrumentalists on •RT ®otofow >85> Ted Hartsoe
spicy scallion — "Green Onions," campus. The group had attracted > ' ? ° " ? U n ' 83 '._ Be « Etcher
a big band arrangement originally quite a bit of attention with stu-
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Arts & Entertainment
Dance in a State of Static and Active Design
by Siri Ram Khalsa
On November 13 and 14, Dance
Perspectives presented the work of
seven Connecticut choreographers
in a program of innovative, often
unique compositions. The concert,
which took place at Goodwin
Theatre, offered a wide variety of
dance styles and choreographic approaches.
The evening began on an upbeat
note with Patapan, a kinetic duet
by James Martin. This study in
movement was. adroitly performed
by James Martin ahtf Mloria Daleo
to the appropriately whimsical
music of Tom Ross. The dance was
executed with sincere, untheatrical
joy which was uplifting and contagious.
The
choreography
creatively utilized such contrasts as
motion and stillness, tension and
relaxation, so that one never lost interest in the lively counterpoint of
the two dancers.
The next piece, Still Life, was
choreographed and performed by
Rozann Kraus. This haunting solo
began as a tableau vivant, with
Kraus posing motionless before the
audience. The prolonged silence
and stasis of this moment was unsettling and created a mood of
suspense. When Kraus finally began
to move, slowly and deliberately to
Medieval church music, one.was instantly drawn into the drama of the
movement.
The dancer sculpted herself,
using strong, bound motions, while
never moving out into space. The
effect was one of imprisonment,
isolation, and contained rage — at
once spellbinding and painful to
witness. Most striking was Kraus'
use of her naked back, which she
frequently turned towards the
audience in a gesture which became
a recurring theme. The taut,
motionless back was surprisingly

expressive of both strength and
vulnerability, and it seemed to be
the central image of the composition.
Unfortunately, Evan Williams'
Lapse proved to be a disappointment. This abstract composition
for a group of dancers did not
provide the contrasts needed to be

was a low-keyed jazz composition,
performed to the music of Duke
Ellington. This light-hearted dance
conveyed a sense of intoxication
and sensuality, nicely highlighted
by comic interludes. Whitley's
choreography was interesting
because the dancers were almost
always touching one another,

sustained eye contact with the
audience. She then pointed at us,
asking "Who are you? All these
people. Who am I ? " , thus shattering the illusion which separates
audience from performer, subject
from object.
Daleo then began a dance/

conclusion of total abandonment in
which Daleo flung the imaginary
cradle and broke out in wild,
karate-like motions.
Like Lapse, Kimberly McKeeverKaye's Softspaces was an abstract
work in which a group of dancers
made shapes with their bodies. Sofspaces, however, succeeded in three
important areas. The music by Paul
Horn was complementary to the
movement; the performers were
exact in their timing; and the
choreography encompassed contrasting motions and shapes. The
overall effect was appealing to the
visual and kinesthetic sense.
The last work, Coincidances, by
Susan Foster, was a philosophical
tour de force. The solo was perforformed by Foster, who took a great
risk by combining an existentialist
monologue with unusual dance
movements. This fusion of dance,
drama, and philosophy created
revelations akin to the ones e x pressed in poetry.

photo by Marybeth Callan

visually interesting. The work was
also marred by poor timing on the
part of the performers, who failed
to move in unison when it was
required. Although it did have some
intriguing moments, Lapse used too
much repetition, and the percussion
music by Chavez only added to the
monotony.
Love of Swing, by Karin Whitley,

whether standing, leaning, bending
or falling; and it is this relatedness
which gave the piece its appeal.
The most compelling composition of the evening was A
Woman, Moving, created and performed by Mona Daleo. In a simple
yet, iconoclastic act, Daleo opened
her work by stepping to the very
edge of the stage and making

Foster's work was self-conscious
in that it explored the meaning of
dance, as well as its relation to time
and space. It was a perfect ending
to the concert, for it asked
questions which had only, been
suggested by the other compositions. In a statement which was
both humorous and profound,
Foster spoke of herself dancing:
"She realizes that it's halfway
through the dance and she doesn't
know what the plot is. She looks for
meaning in the movement. She
thinks the meaning comes from
repetition."

monologue in which she depicts
the motions of women doing
traditional jobs, such as sweeping,
typing, and rocking the cradle.
Throughout the piece, she repeated
the phrase, "a woman, moving," as
well as recreating the image of.
This seemed to sum up the probrocking a baby. As the composition lem of dealing with an ambiguous
progressed, the movement became art form in which we look for literal
increasingly frenetic, building to a meanings.

Student Studies in Sense
study of Californian housing.
by Elaine Stampul
Wendy also has three self-portraits
Last week, a group of five studio
on display along with an interesting
arts majors displayed an exhibit of
piece entitled "Blacklash."
their own works in Garmany Hall.
Planned by Wendy Kershnef,
Senior Susanna Stieff's works are
Susanni Stieff, Sharon Saul, Gina brightly colored informal portraits.
Gonsignore and Eric Kramer, the There are several of a girl painting,
show came about as the result of a along with drawings of people
discussion to host an autumn * reading and studying in the library.
exhibit in addition to the annual - The paintings of Sharon Saul,
senior presentation in AAC at the also a senior, are colorful. She has
end of the year.
two large paintings on display, one
Wendy Kershner, a junior, plans of a girl looking into a mirror and
to go to graduate school to study one of a girl on a beach. Another of
architecture, Her interest in archi- Sharon's works is an interesting
tecture influences her other artistic 1 painting of a couple, a composition
aspirations, as in "Phototransfer: in various shades of blue.
Senior Gina Bonsignore is
San Francisco," a pictorial urban

Works of Gold
Thalia Cheronis-Selz, Writer-inResidence at Trinity College, has
been awarded a $12,500 Creative
Writing Fellowship Grant for 198182 by the National Endowment for
the Arts. The grant was awarded in
p'art for a long chapters subtitled
"The Monk Who Loved Little
Girls," from Ms. Cheronis-Selz'
forthcoming novel, The Greek"
Garden. This novel takes place in
Chicago during 1942 — the darkest
days of World War II for the Allies.
A young Greek who has escaped
from the Germans betrays the
family of immigrant intellectuals
which has given him refilge; iri a
framing sequence, set in 1967,
many of the same characters meet
again in a quest for revenge.
Thajia, , pherpnis-Sej? , has s
srt stories and novellas
published short

in Partisan Review, Chicago,
Modern Occasions, Virginia Quarterly Review, Antaeus, Story Quarterly, etc. Her fiction has won
several major prizes and many grants
and has been anthologized in The
Best American Short Stories and
Prize Stories: The O. Henry Awards.
She has also published numerous
articles in mass circulation
magazines and newspapers. She
went to Oberlin College and the
University of Chicago and, before
coming to Trinity this year, taught
creative writing and literature at'
Pomona
College,
Columbia
University, and the University of
Missouri.
She will use the NEA Creative
Writing Fellowship to complete her
novel-in-progress, Cloud of Gold
_ about the New York art world in

' 'iiWai'

another of the students exhibiting
her talents in the show. The works
that Gina has on display contrast
each other in both color and style.
There are two black and white portraits with many soft, curving lines.
Displaying her versatility are several
brightly colored abstract paintings
with geometric shapes and straight
lines.
The last of the students is senior
Eric Kramer. Eric's paintings emphasize texture. One of his pictorials is of the familiar Thomas
Brownell statue located on the campus Quad. Another of Eric's drawings is a profile of a woman, which
resembles a Grecian sculpture.
This show revealed the wide
variety of talents of Trinity students.

A sample of the varied works displayed in the special student exhibit.
photo by David Sis kind

life Appears in Requiem
by Dana Giddings
Verdi's greatest operas — La
Traviata? Otello? Aida? No, the
premiere piece of this 19th century
Italian composer has no consumtiye heroine, no jealous lovers, no
elephants. Known more popularly
for his non-religious music, the
grand operas, Giuseppe Vetdi
reached the height of his genius in
one of his few sacred works, the
Messa de Requiem. This weekend
Verdi's Requiem mass will be performed by the combined voices of
the Trinity Concert Choir, directed
by Gerald Moshell, and the Connecticut College Chorus, directed
by Paul Althouse.
This is the first collaboration
be^w^en thp.twp choirs in five vears..
The joint effort will include two

performances at Trinity, November
20 and 21, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Trinity Chapel, and one performance in New London at Connecticut College, November 23 at 8:00
p.m. in the Dana Concert Hall. Mr.
Moshell will conduct at Trinity; Mr.
Althouse in New London. The
choirs will be assisted by instrumentalists from Trinity and the Hartt
School of Music and by a quartet
of professional soloists: Rena
Caulfield, soprano; Jean Strazdes,
mezzo-soprano; Peter Harvey,
tenor; and Howard Sprout, bassbaritone. All four soloists are from
the Hartford area and have sung
individually with the Hartt Opera
Theatre, the Hartford Symphony
and the Connecticut Opera.
The Verdi' Requiem is a massive

and dramatic work. Although
based on the traditional requiem
mass or mass for the dead, its grand
style and sweeping romanticism is
more characteristic of grand opera.
Too large for ordinary church use,
the piece verges on being a
theatrical event; however, Verdi's
romantic interpretation never
totally eclipses the religious spirit of
the piece. One-hundred and fifty
voices will fill the chapel with this
vivid and exciting work.
Tickets for the Trinity performances are on sale at the Austin Arts
Center Box Office or at the door.
General admission is $4.00; £2.00
for students, Trinity personnel and
senior citizens. For further details
and to make reservations, call 5278 0 6 2 .

•
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Arts & Entertainment
Supernatural Eve Sounds Out Superstition
by Floyd Higgins
It is unlikely that the prospect of
playing a recital on Friday the 13th
has soothed the mind of any
musician. Yet judging from the exciting organ playing of McNeil
Robinson this past Friday, that
superstitution might just as well be
a hoax.
The program as a whole was
fairly well balanced. Unfortunately
for Mr. Robinson, trie opening
works by Bach did not go as
well as one would have hoped.
Technical errors were scattered
throughout and one occasionally
had the impression that the artist
had two left feet. The Fugue was
technically better, yet on the whole,
was not terribly stimulating. The
Sonata V fared much better. The
three movements of this piece have
a wonderfully light and joyous air
about them. Mr. Robinson's interpretation, in this case, was particularly good, as was the
registration on Trinity's French
Classic organ, which is not supposed to lend itself to the music of
Bach.

McNeil Robinson, one of the leading organist-improvisators in the world,
gave Friday's night's audience a night of complete enjoyment.

1

1

photo by Jim Bollon

Two of the artist's own compositions followed, both of which
were written just this year. The
Hommage to Messiaen glittered
with contemporary and modal
harmonies, much in the style of the

French composer and organist,
Olivier Messiaen. His Allegro was
more improvisatory, in nature, yet
with the same contemporary French
flair. Starting with these two works,
Mr. Robinson demonstrated his
truly superb understanding of the
French organ and French organ
music.
Marcel Dupre's Carillon, a toccata-like piece based on the melody
of a tower chime, was a perfect opportunity for the artist to break out
of the firepower of the Trinitv
organ. Especially impressive is the
Pedal 32' Bombarde which brought
the piece to a thundery close.
Souvenir was, in a wonderfully contrasting fashion, considerably
quieter and reflective. In this work,
the instrument's moody foundation
and string stops were used with
great sensitivity by Mr. Robinson.
The Franck A minor Choral is a
troublesome work, Within the
famous triad of Franck's Three
Chorals, the A minor is perhaps the
least impressive of the group. Yet
with Mr. Robinson at the console,
the work took on a whole new life.
His
interpretation
was
as
irresistable as any organist could
hope for. Especially moving was the
middle Cantabilc with its warm and

lucid Trumpet solo.
Before the improvisation, Mr.
Robinson was handed four themes
composed by Trinity students Joe
De Marino and Michael Muchmore. Then, using only this
material, he improvised a three part
sonata.
Having heretofore impressed the
audience with his interpretive skill,
Mr, Robinson then proceeded to
amaze us with his creative genius,
The improvisation began with an
Allegro using two of the given
themes and then continued with a
moving Intermezzo. The one theme
that dominated the work was a
rather chromatic figure that lent itself well to the French style improvisatory technique, in many
ways reminiscent of the music of
Marcel Dupre. The final movement
saw the improvisator romp through
a Fugata-Toccata which finished on
the brilliant full organ.
McNeil Robinson has established
himself over the past several years
as among the finer organistsimprovisators in the country, This
recital not only reaffirmed his standing but also pointed out the fortune
that Trinity possesses in being able
to attract such fine musicians with
its tiuly excellent organ.

'Pipeline ' Channels Harmony
"Java Jive," a sly little number
SVKVR by the women of tt« group.
Solos in other songs by lEva boldfarb, Dan Moalli, and Deanna
Lund also garnered applause. Certain humorous dittys, such as
"Trinity Blues" even drew chuckles
here and there.
,

by Cathy Viarona

nitV Pipes returned once
again to the Washington Room on
Saturday evening to sing a special
Homecoming Weekend concert. A
very appreciative audience witnessed an exquisite performance,
and was even more moved to cheers
upon occasion. The most obvious
As well as having outstanding
•• display of enthusiasm was after voices individually, the Pipes are

THE BIG BREAK
A StudentPoetry Reading
by
Elena Vira
'
Matt Moore
Barbara Selmo
Kwaku Sintim-Misa
Thursday, Nov. 19, 19817:30p.m,
English Dept., 115 Vernon St.
Refreshments will be served.
Sponsored by the
Trinity College Poetry Center.

Lonely Horizons
continued from page 10
the African people." He said "the
transfer of power was a transfer to
an elite group of blacks created by
white colonial administrators to insure
the
protection
of
Neocolonialism." Thus, Mnow that
we have African administrators, the
neglect and poverty are stilt the
same; only the faces have
changed." This modern day
situation has created a whole new
genre of literary protest in Africa.
Brutus is a tenured professor of
English at Northwestern University
and a visiting professor this year at
Amherst
College. He
was
lominated as "poet laureate of
louth Africa" by Horizen Press's
1 History of Africa. However, the
fe of Dennis Brutus is not without

complication. He was forced' to
leave his fascinating lecture early to
catch a plane to Chicago, where he
is fighting efforts by the U.S. immigration and Naturalization Service to deport him for what is called
a minor passport mixup. The officials there claim that Brutus is not
being singled out because of his
political activism, but simply
because he continued his employment in the U. S. after his temporary visa had expired. He had
been waiting for another passport
from Zimbabwea when the expiration date had passed on his
temporary British passport. If Dennis Brutus is deported and forced to
return to South Africa, he will be
sent back to the horrors of Robben
Island.

noted for their group numbers, in
which they combine to Form some
truly amazing rmrmonies. The
ethereal first strains of "Amy"
are a good example. This song is
backed by the guitars of Scott Allyn
and Perry Mahler, and is one of the
Pipes' best.
The Pipes managed to cover most
of their standard numbers during
their show, providing a bubbly rendition of "Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy" and art inspired "Part of the
Plan," among others. The newer
additions to their repertoire were*
also well received, particularly "I
Get Around."
A good part of the Pipes' continued popularity comes from their
obvious enjoyment of their singing.
It was very pleasing to watch such
camaraderie on the stage, and
leader Grant Cochran did much to
foster this. The Pipes surely helped
to make Homecoming a very lively
weekend.

Dance

Deanna l.und '82, Melissa Brown '85, Laura Austin '84, and Kvu C.'oldfarb
'84 join in the Pipes' classic rendition of "Java Jive."
photo byJ E nardy

WED., NOV. 18:
COLLEGE "WIND JAM"
$6.00 Cover for men,
$5.00 for women
Den Bar 7:30-11:30 p.m.

Support the Dance Department!
On Tuesday, November 17 at
7:30 p.m., the Trinity Dance Workshop's performance and reception
will be held at MCC. On the following evening, at 8:00 p.m., the
Trinity Student Dance Club will
perform in. AAC.
,
The Hartford Ballet Company
will peff<wi\sa^gttgas from its
repertory at Trinity College in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center on Friday, November
20 at 8:00 p.m. General admission
tickets are $6.00, with senior citizen
rates
available.
Student/ faculty admission is $3.00.
Contact 527-8062 for reservations.
Also, Runners, Dancers and
Other Athletes, a dance workshop
will be held on Saturday November
21st, in the Washington Room from
10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. A night
of improvisation will follow, from
8:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m., in the
Washington Room with Dance
Hartford. For ticket information
call 549-5527.

THURS., NOV. 19:

"EYES"

50» Drafts, 75$ Bar Drinks 'til 9:30 p.m.

FRI.,.NOV.2Q
&SAT., NOV. 21:

"ARIZONA MAID
BAND"

50$ Drafts, 90<t Shots of Jack Daniels 'til 9:30 p.m.

Every Sunday in November

BEER BUST
13.00 Cover: Free Draft 7-10 p.m.
plus "WARRIOR"
61 Woodbine St. (off Capitol Ave.)
247-8898

More Sports
4
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As the fall sporls were finishing up on the Homecoming weekend, these Trinity icemen were preparing for their upcoming season,

photo by Mary Ann cornerman

Gridders Overcome
Cardinals in
Homecoming
Heartstopper
continued from page 16

with
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when he fell on the ball as time ran
out on Wesley an.
While failing to defend their
Division HI crown, a few Trin individuals turned in outstanding campaigns. Defensively, captain Bill
Schaufier, a linebacker, accounted
for 69 solo tackles in '81. Also, his
185 career solo tackles established
a new Trinity career record.
Schaufier proved a consistent
punter this season averaging 33.2
yards per kick including a 51 yard
boot against Williams. Defensive
back Mike Tucci paced the
Bantam secondary with three pickoffs, totaling 79 yards in returns. In
addition, Joe PenelJa, Rusty
Williams, John Lemonick, Glen
McLellan, and Pete Smialek all had
banner seasons.
Offensively, sophomore Tom
Clemmenson proved to be Trinity's
all-purpose player as the second
year starter ran, received, and
returned punts and kicks. Clemmenson scampered for 171 yards
on 29 carries for a 5.9 average per
carry good for three touchdowns,
while snagging seven passes for 124
yards and two touchdowns. However, thea wingback's biggest"
showing came in the area of a
return man. The 5-71 170 pound
South Salem product was among
the top returners in the country as
he tallied 363 off kickoffs, and 301
yards on punts, scoring one touchdown each way.
Fullback Bill Holden surpassed
the 2,000 yard mark on his first
carry of the ballgame, when he
bulled his way for five yards. His
616 yards this season put him at
2,027 for his career. Holden stands
in fourth place on the all-time
rushing list.
Another bright spot for Trinity
was halfback Mike Elia. The junior
back rushed for 345 yards and six
touchdowns, including a 43 yard
gallop against Coast Guard. In
addition, Elia caught 15 passes for
116 yards. Through the air, last
year's Player-of-the-Year, Bob
Reading pulled in 29 receptions for
514 yards. Reading's ariel mate was
Shield who filled in well for Martin.
Shield completed 53 of 105 passes
for 816 yards and seven touchdowns, while suffering eight' interceptions.
The thrilling win against Wesleyan provided the 15 seniors
playing their last games as Bantams
one last moment of glory. For next
year's team Saturday showed that a
two score deficit is not too large to
overcome and that may be a
valuable lesson when the Bants
attempt to regain the New England
tide next Fall.
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Men's Soccer Stumbles! o Wesleyan 2-1

Booters Finish A
Disappointing 2-8-2
by Jeffrey Bartsch

The Bantams' disappointing
men's soccer season ended Wednesday with a 2-1 loss to archrival
Wesleyan. The game was not close;
Trinity did not score until the last
ten seconds. Freshman Vinnie
Melvin got the goal on an assist
from Barney Corning, but it only
served to lengthen the list of one
goal losses for the Bantams this fall.

A
Goalie John Simons punches the ball away from the Cardinal attack.

photo by Jim Bollon

The soccer team ended 2-8-2, a
record that docs not show much advancement from last year's 1-10
mark. Coach Robie Shults believes
that "our team this year . . . made
improvement. I think tnat we will
continue to be a better team next
year." As many as seven freshmen
started at any point this season and
all but two team members, seniors
Bernie Yanelli and Jamie Birmingham, will be returning for the 1982
squad.
One of the most notable aspects
of this year's team, Shults said, was
the leadership. It was "very good
this year and kept the team together
through tough times." Senior cap-

tain Birmingham and junior captains Pete Miller and Mike Hurwitz
did a very fine job directing the
team and helping the young players,
he thought.
John Simons had a very good
season. He set a single season
record with 170 saves, giving him
271 in his career, good for a second
place on the all time list with one
season to go. He was the backbone
of a stingy defense that allowed less
than two goals per game. All four
starting backs will return next
season and also returning will be
Jamie Kapteyn, who took off this
semester.
One more reason to be hopeful
for a marked improvement next
season is that Chris Palma will
hopefully return with a fully rehabilitated knee. He was expected
to be this season's main scoring
threat but a preseason knee injury
kept him out all year. Shults was
quick to add that he was very
pleased with the way Pete Miller
stepped into the role as scorer,
Miller responded by leading the
team with three goals and two
assists.

Psi U, Tenderfoot Emerge on Top in Fall Intramurals
byllmErmttlo
sports being offered, are men's basThe results of the fall intiamura}, ketball, coed badminton, bpwling,
' iiiarxi program have toeen released, coed' swltnmtog, squash ftoea volrevealing Psi U. on (op in touch leyball, and women's volleyball.
With the exception of coed volfootball with Slaughterhouse and
A.D. filling out the first three spots. leyball, which is already underway,
In soccer, Tenderfoot emerged as the sign-up deadlines are Dec. 15
champions, followed by A.D. and for badminton, basketball, and
Zogs. Overall, the fall season was a women's volleyball, while squash,
swimming and bowling have a Feb.
success for all those involved.
Turning to the winter intramural 8 cutoff. More information is availseason, the registration deadlines able from Intramural Director
are quickly approaching, and judging Norm Oraf in the Ferris Athletic
from the selection, there should be Center.
u tin
txici' ,IIL
i
a hull It el n piriiLipn in Tie

few problems that need to be ironed
out concerning winter intramurals.
To begin vrtth, there seems to be
dwindling interest in the men's
basketball program, as evidenced
by a drop in the number of teams in
the league. From 1980 to 1981 registration fell from 36 clubs to a disappointing 16, thus diminishing much
of the competition for which the
program had been known.
A somewhat different problem
plagues the women's volleyball
league. As Graf explained, in the
past, women at Trinity who do not

compete on an intercollegiate level
generally are interested solely in a
recreational program, resulting in a
failing interest in a competitive
intramural volleyball league,
Regardless of this past experience,
this sport will be offered — if
enough interest is shown, possibly a
Round-Robin tournament will be
organized.
With regards to a bowling tournament, Graf is leaving it up to the
students. "If someone skilled and
knowledgeable would like to organize a tournament, then they will

have my support." The major roadblock here is the fact that anyone
participating in a league would have
to find transportation to a local
bowling lane, but hopefully this will
not hinder anyone interested.
Despite these minor quirks, the
program appears set to go under the
auspices of Director Graf. As he
quite honestly put it, "This is a program of a relaxed nature. As I have
experienced, if I pull out and let
things happen the students are more
willing to participate and have more
fun."

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oran

Call wham you
I&awa — it will
ha mady upon

your amwal
Come in and Eat in
NEWLY EXPANPiD 0Mug Room

2B7 •• J W Britain Ave..
Hajtftwil.

Across from
South Campus
Is ft an animal? Is it a plane? NO, it's the Bantam Superchicken! He was
snong many alumni who returned to their old roosting place for the
traditional Homecoming football game against archrival Wesleyan.

RSeharcS Star<m, prop.

247-0234
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Ducks Soars Land As # 1 in-New England
byMikeMerfn

with a 3-2 score.
Chip Lake forged into the next
quarter with two goals. However,
the Trin defense temporarily
weakened and allowed three goals.
In the third quarter, Dave Pike
drove up the middle and in an awesome display of "moistness" exploded out of the water for a goal.
Pete Vetter of the Rowdies then
responded with one goal, while
being lambasted from the stands by
overly-aggressive Trinity fans.
Next, Merin used a scissor-kick
hold on the man guarding him. to
fire the ball into the net, bringing
the score to seven goals apiece. In
the final period, the Rowdies drove
quickly and scored on the stunned
Ducks. Now up by a goal, the
Rowdies foolishly tried to sustain
the hard-driving Lake in an illegal
fashion and Merin tied the game on
the resulting penalty shot with two
minutes remaining in the game.
John Peabody then came through
for Trin and scored the final
winning goal. The goalie seemed to
have stopped his shot, but then
failed to hold on and it bobbled
into the net which sealed the 9-8 •
win for the Ducks.

After three closely fought games,
the Trinity Ducks emerged number
one at the New England Waterpolo
Championships last weekend at
Harvard. Although the Ducks also
won this title in 1979, they were
forced to come from a third-seed
position behind URI and Williams
in order to capture the title. The
victories came over URI 9-8,
Williams 6-4, and Coast Guard 7-6.
In goal, Lincoln Collins played
like a man possessed with six saves
against URI, seven against Coast
Guard, and nine against Williams,
including one five-save quarter.
Collins' fine effort propelled the
team to victory in all three games.
Rob C algi '80, an alumni Duck who
returned to the team for one week
as their coach, rejoiced at the
remarkable payoffs for his efforts.
Although several other players
besides Collins were outstanding, it
was heads-up teamwork that
turned each game into a wingflapping win for the Ducks.
The URI Rowdies played well,
yet the psyche of the^ Trinity team
simply won out over all comers. By
drawing thirteen personal fouls,
which are each thirty second
ejections and forces the opposing
team to play with one less man, the
Ducks buckled the Rowdies. The
first quarter saw Kyle "La
Machine" Parrow blow two goals
into the net on raan-ups, and "The
Green Hornet" Mike Merin power
one past the goalie. The Rowdies
managed to put two goals past
Collins which ended the quarter

Over and Done;

Varsity Football
Men's Soccer
Water Polo
Cross Country

Up and Coming:
Dec. 18

Exhausted from the previous
game, the Ducks faced the AilAmerican Swimmers of Williams
later in the day. In another tight
battle it was again the defensive
teamwork that kept the Ducks
ahead. Lake, Scott Bowden, and
wonderboy Tim Raftis kept forcing
ejections, allowing Peabody,
Parrow and Lake to score in the
resulting man-up situations. The
first quarter was a blow-out,

*
.. . fr

Trinity Ducks signal their status at the New England Championship, number one.
allowing Merin, Peabody, and an
amazing Raftis to score. Raftis, a
mere duckling (first-year player),
expertly drove on his man.
At half-time, Merin and Parrow
had again pummeled the ball past
the goalie which advanced the
score to 5-2 in favor of Trin. As the
Williams team swam circles around
the Ducks and outscored them 2-1
in the second half, Collins' competent goaltending stopped many fast
breaks and potential scores.
Bowden, who recently returned
from Mars, played well by breaking
through several of the Williams'

offensive threats. At last the game
ended in a score of 6-4, and the
Ducks had unknowingly clinched
the title.
,

change the pace. Parrow aided the;
counter-attack with a goal of his
own. Pike also scored, tying the
game at 5-5. But the Coast Guard
again called up the reserves, who
In the final game against Coast consequently scored to put them
Guard the following day, the water- ahead by one goal. A penalty shot
borne . militants (the Ducks) was soon awarded to Merin who
jumped out to a close one point choked and missed it. Ed Kaplan,
first half lead. In the second half however, picked up the slack and
the matadors of Trinity almost scored a tying goal. Peabody, after
collapsed under the attack of missing the entire week of practice
"Uncle" £am's guardsmen who with a ruptured eardrum, again
rallied to a 5-1 lead. Merin, howcame through in the clinch by
ever, had revolution on his mind as
scoring his second game-winning
he pumped in two goals in order to goal.

Tall Lands First
for Harriers

IN THE ARENA
,

.

vs. Wesleyan
, . vs. Wesleyan
,. vs. Princeton
Division III Meet

Team
Record
6-2 (final)
;
2-8-2 (final)
12-9-2 (final)
S t e v e T a l l finished 66th of 130 with a
time of 25:47.

Score
25-24
1-2
9-13 . . . .

While many alumni were coming
back to Trin last Saturday the
Cross Country team left for the
Division i n Championships in
Fairfield, CT. Sophomore Steve
Tall, as usual, was the first Harrier
to cross the finish line,
- Tail's time of 25:47 was enough
to give him 66th place out of more
than 130 runners. Although the
other Harriers did not increase
their times, their finishes were fast
enough to place the team at the
number 20 position but of 28
teams.

•

Last session showing filmed highlights of Varsity Football Games with Coach Don Miller.
12:00, Alumni Lounge.

Reminder: Sign-ups for Intramural Basketball, badminton, and women's volleyball now underway.
Deadline: Dec1. 15.
,
r

Nov. 22 . . . Swim-a-thon by Men's and Women's Swim Team to raise at least $1200 for an exercise bench.
Support your favorite swimmer, make a pledge.
Dec. 1 . . . . . Last day to sign up for P.E. Skiing class. Contact Kirk Cameron at

You Can Report an the
Secrets and Strategy
of Bantam
Sporting Success
Writers and Photographers
Needed For Winter Sports Now
Contact: Martha Townes
Tmit Pltf» WMi t
Box 1986
Vkhm
Tripod Sports Needs You

5SXS

Later, because of this, and other
strong finishes Tall was honored as
the Most Valuable 1981 runner. In
addition, sophomore Steve Klots
and junior Oren Miller were voted

co-captains for next year»
Outgoing senior captain Matt
Smith felt that this year's team was
"the best that's come along in a
long time." He continued, "My
freshman year I was seventh on the
team with a time of 29:30. Now this
year we had our top eight guys
running at under 28 minutes."
The team record has also improved. This year the Harriers
ended at 8-8. If Quinnipiac and
Univ. Hartford, two teams Trinity
traditionally beats, Smith was confident that the squad would have
become the first to turn in a
winning season. Is Trinity running
at last becoming an equal competitor with other colleges? Only continued consistency and the future
will hold the answer.

The School of Law at
Western New England College
Springfield, Massachusetts
will be represented by
a panel of Trinity alumni: Scott Lessne, Shirley
Irwin, Michael Daly and Al Gray and Susan
Kirschner-Robinson, Assistant to the Law School
Administration, will speak to interested students
on November 19th.
from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
at the Alumni Lounge
We encourage attendance by interested students, including women, minority, and handicapped students.
§£§ioo§ o f L a w

Western Hew
SPP.NGFEiT

MASSACHUSETTS C 1 I 1 9
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Wesleyan
Mizrtm Engineers Late Comeback: Trin Prevails 25-24
Although the 1981 TrinityWesieyan game had no verdict on
the New England Championship,
there was plenty of excitement
nonetheless as the Bantams stole a
heartstopping 25-24 win from the
visiting Cardinals,
Before more than 7,000 Homecoming Day fans at Jesse Field,
Trinity overcame an eleven point
fourth quarter deficit as quarterback Peter Martin spearheaded a
dramatic comeback. The win left
the defending > New England
Champs with a fine 6-2 mark, while
Wesleyan fell to 4-3-1.
The victory was especially sweet
for Martin, as the Bantam senior
returned to action after missing six
games due to a broken jaw sustained in an opening game upset
loss to Tufts.
Martin entered the game late in
the third period, after Wesleyan
had gone up 24-13. Although Wesleyan's Gene Cote silenced the
crowd on Trin's first Martin led
drive by picking off a pass, the field
general from Lowell, Massachusetts wouldn't be denied on this day
as he ran and passed for two touchdowns behind a spirited Bantam
team. Martin finished the dramatic
comeback when he hooked up with
freshman wide receiver Tim
McNamara on a 34 yard scoring
JM>k»
, * » . * " * " * ,
strike with 1:03 left to play.
Joe Shield <iJ6) fires it pat* while Bill Hold«n (044), Justin tkorRei r?0), Uric Houston j W i a n d Dam Hs^im (.r?ii tirnv»dr \>t»ini\nn. • '
V . "PiM: gsutie began, .on a mm note ,
for Trinity as Cote returned the
For his performance In .Saturday's 25-24 win ovcrWcsli'jmiDKJdhnl finnnuk vu.iumcii r.i ihr f t \< »r,i.h Dn. J | | Ml smr<wn.
opening kickoff 95 yards to give the
Cards a quick 7-0 lead. Trinity tied
the game 12 minutes later when the for another score, John Forte ground out 74 yard* on i 1 pt«y«,
Bants marched 50 yards on 10 teamed with Bob Harrington from Martin started Wedeyitn's downfall
plays. The drive culminated when 34 yards out at 6:36, a M Mike when he scampered down the right
Mike Elia scored his first of two Zeller's extra-point gave Wesleyan side for a ,12 yard touchdown.
touchdowns on the day when he a 14-13 half time lead.
Trinity elected to go for a twoplunged across the goal line from
Wesleyan upped its lead to 21-13 point conversion, but the attempt
one yard out, During the drive, at 7:04 of the third period when Pat proved fruitless when Martin was
t i l t o r ' t m i l e : I h u i t ( f i r ( l r « l ^ [ i p f n t A I M C H! J new
starting quarterback Joe Shield hit Costello eluded Bantam pursuers stopped at the goal line.
w i l l appear M I T H U i n the t K I f ' O H ,
Bob Reading for 12 yards on an and scored from one yard out.
" I h i t f ! f;>.'!;( 1 i n ! ,<•'_ .*" <•• ' ;,>i • >•> '
important third and eight play from Forte proved a big factor on the
The score remained 24-19 in
the Cardinal 48, while reserve back drive as the freshman carried five, Wesleyan's favor until late in the
r<' > .. V . „ .k
Joe Gizzi produced 15 yards on two times for 35 yards. The Cardinal game when Martin and McNamara
\ '*' f1* A't , " '
>
**
*
carries.
lead reached 24-13 on Wesleyan's gave the large gathering something
U.mt the t>c:..' ,, .
I
' r.The Bants moved in front 13-7 at next possession when Zeller split to write home about, After a ponr
'dll! lh'1
M . i r i i i i ,t< I J . I » : :
the midpoint of the second quarter the uprights from 24 yards.
Wesleyan punt gave Trinity the ball
tHCt^ 1 ^
Bub
Kcuiir.j;
,\;
.1
{..!!
when Elia tallied his sixth touchThe field goal came after a on the Cardinal 34, Martin took m
down of the season. The junior's Shield pass intended for Reading the air on the first down ami found
one yard run highlighted a seven was picked off by Cote, and McNamara wbfo made « spectacplay 60 yard drive. Shield's ten yard returned to Trinity's 27, When a ular diving catch. 'Ihe reception
pass to Ben Baron put the ball on pass interference penalty put the was the first < of the year for
the C ardinal one yard line to set up ball on Trinity's five, the Bantam McNamara, whose brother p a t v^is
• .'. 5
Elia's short run. Cote produced defense rose to the occasion, stop- an All-Ameriean wide receiver »i
more excitement for Wesleyan ping three Wesleyan cracks at a Trinity in 1978. Trinity's two-pomt
• 'i
'.'A i .:
when he blocked the extra point. score', thus setting up the final conversion failed, leaving die score
Wesleyan wasted little time Cardinal points of the day.
25-24. Wesleyan's last po<wewii>n
getting back in the game as Bill
Trinity began its comeback late failed, and Martin iced the game
Macdermott's club drove 64 yards in the third period when the Bants
continued on page 11

s.
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Martin's Lofty Pass
Closes Heroic Day

Tuesday Afternoon
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